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Editorial
Boom and Bust
F great concern to livestock
producers, and in no smaller
degree to range managers, is the
chaotic livestock market of recent
months. In a period of less than
two years market values have been
cut in half and livestock owners
have experienced a loss in inventory
value of approximately seven billion dollars. What is apt to be forgotten is that in the preceding five
years the inventory value of livestock on farms had increased by a
like amount.
A quick review of this boom
period might yield a few clues
leading to the current bust. Following the close of the shooting phase
of World War II agriculture generally found itself geared to a production rate 25 % in excess of domestic
and normal export requirements.
Immediate
outlets were available
for the excess in supplying the needs
of the war-torn nations abroad but
this was believed to be very temporary. Agricultural producers consequently
began making adjustments toward a normal market
situation.
indicated ’
experience
Wartime
that livestock products generally
offered some opportunity for expansion without serious disruption
of the price structure. High labor
and machinery costs caused many
producers to turn to a livestock
program with particular emphasis
on the use of improved pastures.
Simultaneously the reclamation of
abandoned farm land throughout
the Southeastern
United
States
was making available for use millions of acres of new pasturage. The
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demand for stock cattle to utilize
these new pasture acreages was an
important factor in maintaining a
stable livestock market in the early
post-war years. With the outbreak
in Korea
the boom was on in
earnest. Livestock intended by the
original producer to go to slaughter
found country buyers outbidding
packers,
slaughter was reduced,
meat prices began to rise, livestock
prices followed, and the inflation
spiral grew until producers and
markets appeared to lose sight of
intrinsic values.
History
tells that the cattle
boom of the 1880’s was broken by
drouth and two successive hard
winters. Each succeeding cycle in
the livestock
population
except
that of 1937-1945 has been terminated by drouth or some similar
situation
where producers found
themselves overstocked. Whenever
such a situation existed over a
considerable area, liquidation meant
distressed prices, loss of confidence
and a nation-wide demoralization
of the agricultural economy.
The boom phase of the livestock
cycle violates the basic concepts
of sound range management. Failure
to stock within sustained yield
grazing capacities,
to provide a
seasonable balance in forage supadequate
plies, and to maintain
feed reserves will always lead to
disaster sooner or later and this is
the crux of the present situation.
In 1952 drouth conditions in the
Southeast led to distress selling of
poorly conditioned livestock ; attempts to import feed to maintain
a nucleus of breeding stock dis-

rupted the feed situation in other
areas. An intensification
of the
normal drouth condition of the
Southwest triggered the real break
in livestock prices. A considerable
increase in the slaughter of the
lower grades of meat
animals
weakened the price structure of all
classes of dressed meats. Failure of
retail outlets, including public eating places, to adjust prices in step
with those of livestock and of wholesale dressed meat prevented the
increased offering from moving into
consumption until by January 1953
prices on all grades of livestock
were steadily declining at an alarming rate.
In the current year consumption
has been increased and storage
holdings of meat are now considerably below the recent normal. There
is every indication
that should
weather conditions improve and a
reasonable balance between pasture
forage and livestock numbers be
restored market
conditions
will
quickly right themselves. However
those who believe in weather cycles
predict that drouth conditions may
prevail through 1954. As long as
forced liquidation
continues any
sustained
strength
in prices is
unlikely.
How can individual producers
meet the current situation?
1. Adjust
livestock
inventories
to available feed.
2. Maintain quality in breeding
stock.
3. Improve management facilities
such as stock water and fences.
4. Increase the efficiency of herds
and flocks
through better
disease and parasite control.
If producers generally had followed proven principles of Range
Management the current situation
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might never have occurred. Universal application
of those principles might well prevent the future
reoccurrence
of the discouraging
economic plight facing many operators today and, what is more
important,
should avoid the accelerated damage to land resources
which always accompanies
overstocking.

The foregoing is a challenge to
the American Society of Range
Management.
The Society has a
responsibility to develop acceptable
standards of Range Management
and to speed up their adoption by
range users. As individuals and as
a unit there is an opportunity to
render invaluable service in education which will terminate
the

boom-and-bust system of economics
in the livestock industry and in so
doing will help posterity to some
small degree by preventing permanent damage to the basic resources of soil and water.-George
E’. Weaver, Pinecroft Ranch, Livermore, Colorado (formerly Production and Marketing Administration,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.)

The New Journal

W

ITH

this issue the Journal

Management
of
Range
takes on a “new look” in format,
size and general appearance.
In
taking this step to the larger type
page, the Journal is. following the
trend in modern periodicals toward
a more versatile medium of expression. The ’new larger 3-column
format provides and combines efficient and economical use of space
with a compact type page, readability and “eye-appeal”
through
diversity in arrangement of illustrative
materials,
and improved
facilities for the use of the Journal
as an advertising
medium. The
adaptability of the new form allows
for a wider selection in size of
tables and illustrations. The large
trim size increases by nearly 50%
the text content per page as compared with the former Journal.
Increased revenues through advertising are made possible by the
provision of the standard page size
for cuts and layouts used by most
advertising concerns. Printing costs
for journals of the two sizes do not
differ greatly. The added advantages of versatility in make-up and
the possibilities for increased revenue through advertising were prime
factors in the selection of the new

style by the Editorial Board and
the Board of Directors.
We believe that the choice of the
large-sized format represents a forward step for the Journal of Range
Management in keeping with the
progress made since its inception
in 1948. The strong foundations
laid by the previous editors, Harold
H. Biswell, Robert S. Campbell and
Joseph F. Pechanec and their coworkers are a tribute
to their
persevering work and a standard of
excellence for the present editorial
staff. With these mechanical changes
in make-up, the Journal should be
in a strengthened position for continuing development in serving the
interests of grazing land management.
To adequately fulfill its mission
the Journal of Range Management
should strive continually to broaden
its scope and improve the quality
of its contents. A growing journal
is one which provides a maximum
of reader satisfaction through its
choice of pertinent,
well-written
articles of lasting value expressed
in terms understandable
by the
technical and practical man alike.
Presentation of current news and
viewpoints of members represents
an integral function of a professional
journal. Members of the Range

Society are encouraged to make the
Journal a vehicle for news and
comment on current items of interest. Personal news items such as
transfers, promotions, and participation in organizational activities
are solicited for inclusion in the
News and Notes Section. The Journal should also provide a forum for
the expression of viewpoints of the
society members on matters
of
general interest.
In subsequent
issues opportunity will be provided
for the publication of such comment
and opinion in a Letters to the
Editor Section.
Although the official publication
of the American Society of Range
Management,
the Journal should
go beyond circumscribed geographical boundaries in serving the needs
of range management wherever they
may occur. In the spirit of America,
the pages of the Journal should be
open to all who wish to contribute.
Many of our world neighbors have
made significant progress in the
development of improved management practices and in the solution
of problems in conservation and
land use. It is hoped that the Journal may be considered a medium
for publication by all investigators
in range management .--Robert A.
Darrow.
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T

HE

production

of range live-

stock is one of the important
but lesser-known industries of British Columbia, a province better
known for such products as timber,
minerals and fish. In the interior
section of the province, ranching
constitutes a major form of land
use and permits stable settlement
of large areas which cannot support
more intensive forms of agriculture.
The population of beef cattle and
sheep, most of them on the range
and 106,000
areas, was 272,000
respectively in 1952. This livestock
population constitutes an important
source of livestock products, but
does not meet the total needs of the
province, and considerable amounts
are imported annually from the
Canadian plains region.
Description

of the Area

Most of the range lands of British
Columbia are situated between the
Rocky Mountain System on the
east and the Coast Range on the
west. The southern portion of this
region, extending from the United
States
border about 250 miles
north to the vicinity of Lat. 53”
contains the bulk of the grazing
lands, although an appreciable area
occurs farther north and east in
the Peace River section (Fig. 1).
The grazing resource consists of
about 3 million acres of native
grasslands, and an area of forested
range estimated at 10 to 12 million
acres. The major grassland areas
are found in the Chilcotin, Fraser,
1 Formerly oficer-in-charge, Range Experimental Sub-Station, Kamloops, B. C.,
jrom 1936-41.

Thompson, Nicola and Okanagan
Valleys. The timber ranges occur
at higher elevations throughout the
region. Smaller areas of alpine
range occur on some of the interior
mountains.
Topographically, the main range
area is situated in the southern
portion of .the Interior Plateau.
This formation originally was comparable to the Columbia Plateau
of eastern Washington and Oregon.
Subsequent uplift and erosion have
produced a topography marked by
a series of irregular plateaus separated by broad, deep valleys and
interspersed in places by mountain
ranges. The general plateau level
varies from about 5,000 feet above
sea level in the southern portion to
3,000 feet near the northern boundary of the range area. The valley
bottoms range from 600 to slightly
over 2,000 feet in elevation. Drainage is mainly to the west, through
the Fraser River and its tributaries.
The climate is determined to a
large extent by the presence of a
mountain barrier to the west and
by the rugged topography of the
region itself. The whole area is
relatively dry because of the “rain
shadow” effect of the Coast Mountains. In addition, local climate is
strongly
affected
by differences
in elevation and exposure. The
valleys are dry and relatively warm
considering their latitude, while at
higher elevations there are marked
increases in precipitation and dein temperatures.
About
creases
half the annual precipitation occurs
in the late fall and winter months,
while a second maximum occurs in
3

May and June. The frost-free season
is relatively long in the valleys of
the southern portion, but becomes
a limiting factor in the more northerly valleys and at higher elevations
throughout
the region. Climatic
data for representative stations are
presented in Table 1. The data
give some idea of the variation of
climatic conditions occurring within
the region, but few records are
available for the higher elevations.
The soils have been formed
mainly from glacial materials, as
the whole area was covered by the
Pleistocene
ice sheet. The soils
commonly contain a high proportion of the native rock, and rock
outcrops are common. Over most
of the region, however, the soil
mantle is relatively deep and well
developed. Textures vary widely,
with sandy loams most common.
The grasslands soils fall into
three main zonal groups, namely,
Chernozems, Chestnut and Brown.
These soil groups differ considerably in depth to the lime layer and
in the organic matter content of the
A horizon. The forest soils also
include several zonal groups, but
these have not been fully classified.
The lightly-leached
soils of the
more open forests which support a
vigorous undercover of herbaceous
and shrubby species are most productive from the range standpoint.
At’ high elevations in the sprucefir openings and on the alpine
ranges, the soils are of the “mountain meadow” type, high in humus.
Native Vegetation and Range Types
Most of the vegetation can be
classified into a few major zones
which correspond to the soil zonal
groups. Due to the rugged topography, much of the vegetation occurs in a series of elevational bands.
Grassland Ranges
The grasslands, although limited
in extent, are of vital importance
in the range industry as sources of
spring, fall and winter grazing.
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FIGURE 1. Outline map showing
line) in British Columbia.

location

The grasslands belong to the bunchgrass type of the Pacific Northwest.
Three distinct zones are recognized,
differing in botanical composition,
forage yield, season of use and
reaction
to grazing.
Bluebunch
wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatum),
the principal grass of the region
is a dominant in all three zones but
the associated species differ considerably.
The wheatgrass-sagebrush (Lower
Grassland) zone occurs in the valleys at elevations up to 2,000 feet
Table

Station

1. Climatic

Range
Type

of major

data for stations

in interior

(degrees)

50
51
52
50
51
49

(inside

broken

British

Columbia

Mean Temp.

Elev.
Total

Spruce-fir
Douglasfir
Douglasfir
Grassland
Grassland
Grassland

range areas

Av. Annual
Precip.
Lat.

AND CLARKE

approximately, and has the driest
and warmest climate in the region.
The brown soils support a relatively sparse vegetation of bluebunch wheatgrass and other bunchgrasses and big sagebrush (Artemisia
tridentata). This range type is well
suited for early spring and late fall
grazing, and where sufficient acreage is available, for winter use as
well. With overuse sagebrush increases at the expense of the bunchgrasses and grazing capacity declines greatly. In depleted areas,

___

McCulloch
Knouff Lake
Big Creek
Merritt
Kamloops
Keremeos

MCLEAN

(feet)
4100
3750
3100
1940
1260
1165

2;tT
_~

(inches)

(inches)

26.1
14.8
12.0
8.9
10.2
9.8

11.4
7.7
7.1
3.6
5.5
4.9

Jan.
(deg.

July
F.)

(days)

4

55
-

-

13
22
22
25

60
64
70
71

51
121
170
184

-

sagebrush may comprise almost the
entire cover, while destruction of
this species by fire leads to dominance by cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum). This introduced
annual
supplies spring range, but for a
shorter season and less reliably
than do the perennial grasses.
The wheatgrass-bluegrass
zone
occurs at elevations of about 2,000
to 2,700 feet, and is slightly cooler
and moister than the wheatgrasssagebrush type. The vegetation,
where not altered by misuse, consists mainly of bluebunch wheatbluegrass
(Poa
grass, Sandberg
secunda) and a number of forbs.
Sagebrush is absent or rare and the
only common shrub is rubber
rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus). This zone is suitable for
spring-fall grazing. With heavy use,
the wheatgrass is often replaced
by needlegrass (Stipa comata). Continued overgrazing results in a
cover consisting mainly of cheatgrass and weedy forbs.
The
wheatgrass-fescue
(Upper
Grassland) zone occurs at elevations
of 2,700 to 3,300 feet or more and
represents the most highly developed and productive of the grassland types. The principal climax
species are bluebunch wheatgrass
and rough fescue (Festuca scabella).
In addition, there is an abundance
of forbs including yarrow (Achilles),
fleabane (Erigeron) , lupines (Lupinus) and balsamroot
(Balsamorhixa). This type is best used as
late spring and early fall range.
The first change resulting from
heavy use usually is replacement of
wheatgrass and fescue by other
perennial grasses, especially Columbia needlegrass (Stipa columbiana) and Kentucky
bluegrass
(Poa pratensis). Continued overuse
results in a weedy cover dominated
by unpalatable perennial forbs and
a number of annuals including
cheatgrass.
A summary of forage yield and
grazing capacity data for the three

grassland
Table 2.

types

is

contained

in

Forest Ranges
The forest grazing types occupy
a much greater area than the grasslands. In port,ions of t,he region the
livestock
populations
do not fully
utilize
the available
acreages
of
forest range. The forest, ranges fall
naturally into three zones, namely,
ponderosa
pine,
Douglasfir
and
SplU%fir.
The
pondeross

pine

xonc

is

limit,ed in extent, occurring mainly
as a fringe along thr lower edge of
the forested lands. Often the transition between
the ponderosa
pine
and Douglasfir types is as extensive
as the pine zone it,nelf. The rrelldeveloped
undercover
veget,ation
resembles
that of the grasslands.
The principal species include bluehunch \vh&;Smss,
.Jnnegruss (Kur&a
cristafn), rough fescue, nlbher
rabbit,brush
a?d several perennial
This type is valuable for lat,e

forbs.

spring and fall use. It has a grazing
rapscit,y, whey1 in good r”nditi(m, of
about 2.5 acres per A.U.M. (animal
unit month).
The
esteA\e
Douglasfir
zone
supplies most “f the forest grazing.
Soil moisture
is usually adrquat,e
for growth throqhout,
the summer
molths
but, temperat,ures
limit the
growing
season t” 3 m”nt,hs or
less. The wil is R yellowish-hrovn
p”:lAic t,ype, wither
nor st,rongly arid.

hi:ghly leached

The rlimas
tree C”VFI’ consists
m%itrly of I1ouqlasfir
(I’neudutu7qn
but, due to videsprrad
fires, a large part of the zone is now

t&f&z)

occupied by lodgepole pine (Pinus
conlorta var. lat<folia) and aspen
(Populus
trrmuloidrs).
Disturbance
hy fire has had a marked influence
on grazing ralnrs. Areas dominated
hy aspen usually possess a bctt,rr
forage cover than thr)sr with confers, while sites “wupied
young
stands
of either
Douglasfir
age.

pro&Ire

almost

by dense
pine or
no for-

Over much of the zone the tree
stand is relatively
“pen, and there
is a well-dcveloprd
underrover
of
hrrbs

and

shrubs. The

principal

grass
is pinegrass
(Calamagrostis
ruhescens), while many bmadleaved
plants,
including:
vetch
(Vi&),
peavine
(Lathpus),
aster (Ask),
wild rose (Kosa) and willow (S&z)
provide valuable forage. Because “f
the shortness of the frost,.free axson
and
the
rapid
deterioration
of
forage in t,he early fall, t,he season
of use in this zone is from midJune
to the end of September.
Grazing capnrit,y of good wndition
range averages about 4 acres per
A.17.M. With t,oo heavy use there
is a marked
derline in the more
palatable species, esprrially
among
the forhs.
The

third

forest

e”ne

is the

SpW-fir,

Douglasfir
~“1 and

situated
above
the
zone in a climate that is
relatively
moist with a

short, graving
season. The sprucefir t,ype is extensive hut grazing is
limited
largely
to meadow
and
openings. The t,ree cover is relatiwly
dense, and the soils are acid and
highly
sparse
shrubs
cinium)

learhed. The undercover
is
and ronsists mainly
“f low
swh
as bhlrberr>~
(Vacalong wit,h mosses
and

lirhens.
The prodwtion
of forage
sprcies is usually too Ior\- to warrant
grazing use. In the meadow
t,he
~WWL consists of sedges and, in t,he
drier openings,
intermediate
“at,grass (Dnnthonia
nge production

in/ermedi,z). Herbis high with an

average grazing rapacity
at 1 8rre per A.IJ.M.
Alpine ranges

“rrw

estimnted

at elevations
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for all species, considerable information exists concerning the principal
plants. On the grasslands, most of
the grasses
including
the wheatgrasses, fescues and needlegrasses
are eaten
readily,
especially
by
cattle.
Sandberg
bluegrass
cheatgrass are highly palatable
young and green, hut uot

and
wheu
when

cured. Most of the forbs are low in
palatability
for rattle, but are used
to a greater extent by sheep. Rubber
rabbitbrush
is hrorsed
lightly in
winter, while big sagebrush is eaten
little at any time.
On the timber ranges, the highlypreferred
species
are
forbs such as peavine,

prinripally
vetch and

asters.
Several
shrubs,
including
rose and willow are also grazed
readily. Piuegrass has only B moderate palatability
rat,ing. Stock take

above G,500
teriaed
growing

feet

and

are

vherar-

deficiencies

of vitamin

A may

also

by
an extremely
short
season. The vegetation
of

orcur in areas where cured forage is
the only feed available
for long

alpine grasses, sedges and forhs has
received little detailed study. Graa-

periods.
On the forest ranges, the nutritional situation is strongly affect,ed

ing use is mainly by sheep during a
short mummer period.
Nutritive
To

Value and Palatability
the Range Forage

date,

evaluations

of

of
the

species are taken mainly in early
growth &ages when nutrient
rontent, is high. Grazing
durirrg this
period, ooupled with the orcurrence
of many
high quality
forb and

chemiral analyses. While surh methods fall short, of revealing
true

bro\vse
quality

nutritive
value, they furnish romparative ratings for different species.
Analyses of t,he prinripal species

grass in this region averages
11
perrent crude protein and 30 percent

stages.
grasses

The average for 6 major
in the leaf stage w&s found

to be 16 percent
crude pro&in,
0.24 pa-tent
phosphorus
and 0.47
percent
calcium.
Marked
changes
occur as the plants mat,ure, and

species,
offset
the
of pinegrass
forage.

poor
Pinc-

crude fiber in the leaf stage.
No detailed data are available

for

the gains of livestock on the grasslands, but weights of animals off
grass indicate nutritive value comparable
to that of Great
Plains
ranges. On timber ranges, studies at
the Kamloops
Experiment
Station

the (wed
grass available
for fall
and vinter
use is low in protein

from 1938 to 1940 show gains of 2
pounds per head per day for 2.
year old steers and heifers during

and phosphorus.
Interior
British

late June, duly and August. Gains
dropped off sharply in September,

In many pa& of
Columbia,
phos-

phorus supplementation
during the
winter months
has proved heneficial. There is some evidence that

supply of more
becomes depleted.
The Ranching

by season of use. Since these ranges
are grazed in the summer, t,he forage

quality of range forage in Bridish
Columbia
have been confined
to

of the grassland ranges show a high
nutrient ront,ent in the early growt,h

this species in increasing
amounts
late in the grazing season, as the

\yith wring
Although

of the forage.
ratings
of livestock

preferenrt? hare not, heen worked out

palatable

forage

Industry

History
The
British

range livestork
industry
Columbia
owes it,s start

in
to

the disrovery of gold in the Cariboo
area in 185% The demands of the
miners ,x-we met first by
rat,&
in from the Cuited

trailing
States.

Soon ranrhes
were established
in
the area itself, and the livestork
industry continued to dcvclop after
gold mining artivity declined in the
late 18GO’s. Growth
\vas further
stimulated by the completion of the
transcontinental
railroad
early 1880’s. After heavy

in the
losses of

liycstock
had occurred
in severe
winters between
1879 and 1897,
the growing of wiuber feed hecame
general
stabilize

practice
and
the industry.

helped

to

In the early years, the grasslands
alone provided abundant
feed for
the livestock
population,
but by
1900 all readily
available
ranges
vere being grazed, and man.y were
already under fence. At this time

RANGE
virtually no use was made of the
timber ranges. The effects of overstocking and season-long grazing
soon began to show in the form of
lowered grazing capacity and increase of weedy species. Cheatgrass
entered the region about 1915 and
spread over large areas.
The shortage of grassland range
has led to an increasing use and
development of timber ranges for
summer grazing in recent years.
Administration

A large portion of the open grassland range is in private ownership
or is held under renewable 21-year
leases. The grazing leases are issued
by the Lands Service of the Department of Lands and Forests.
Some of the holdings are of large
size, the largest being the approximately 150,000 acres owned by the
Douglas Lake Cattle
Company.
Most were acquired in the early
days of settlement.
Some of the grassland and most
of the forested ranges remain as
unalienated
Crown lands. These
lands are administered by the Forest
Service of the Department of Lands
and Forests. Grazing use is on a
permit basis. The area of these lands
is divided into grazing districts for
administrative purposes and further
subdivided into stock ranges and
grazing units. Permittees on each
stork range are encouraged to form
livestock associations which act in
an advisory capacity on grazing use
and problems. Actual administration is in the hands of the District
Foresters and their range management personnel. Grazing fees are
based on a sliding scale in relation
to livestock prices and take the
form of a monthly charge per head
of livestock. The rates for 1953 were
18 cents per head per month for
cattle, 2235 cents for horses, and
3>i cents for sheep. Half of all
grazing fees is used for range improvements such as trails, fences,
development of watering places and
reseeding.

RESOURCES

OF BRITISH

An extensive grazing survey is
being carried on by the grazing
staff of the Forest Service. Approximately 600,000 acres are surveyed
annually. Adjustments
in rate of
stocking and in livestock distribution are made in accordance with
the findings of these surveys.
Livestock

Management
Practices

and
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Grazing

In the average ranch operation,
the grasslands are grazed in spring
and fall, the timber ranges in summer and a combination of meadow
and range grazing with supplementary feeding provides winter
forage.
Spring turn-out time varies with
local conditions. In the Kamloops
district, the grazing season starts
about mid-April when the lower
ranges are ready for use. The animals move upward into the higher
grassland zones as the forage develops and usually reach the wheatgrass-fescue zone near the end of
May. The timber range is ready for
use by mid-June and supplies good
forage until the end of September.
Even on the forested ranges the
grazing period varies with altitude,
and the livestock
are generally
drifted up to higher elevations
during the summer as the feed
becomes dried out or depleted in the
lower areas.
Cattle
graze mainly
in the
Douglasfir zone and the meadows of
the spruce-fir. Sheep are grazed on
the open forest and meadows of the
spruce-fir and alpine zones, reaching the latter about mid-July. All
livestock are usually brought back
to grassland ranges by late September or early October because of
danger from storms at the higher
elevations, and the seasonal decline
in quality of forage on the timbered
areas. The stock are then shifted
to the winter ranges and meadows
until feeding becomes necessary
due to forage depletion or heavy
snows. In the early ranching days in
this area, stock usually grazed out

all winter and did well. Now many
ranches lack adequate winter range.
This deficiency in winter forage
combined with the practice of selling
fat beef on the summer market
result in a feeding period which
averages
4 months
(December
through March) in the southern
part of the region and about 2
weeks longer in the northern portion.
In districts
containing
major
valleys, the livestock are wintered
on the benches and meadows, where
climatic conditions are favorable
and feed supplies handy. This situation prevails over most of the
southern part of the ranching area.
Further north, in the Cariboo and
Chilcotin districts, favorable wintering spots are less common and
many livestock are wintered on
native meadows above the 3,500
foot level. In these areas, the hay
is cut and cattle graze on the
aftermath until snow depth makes
feeding necessary.
Range

Problems

The diversity of climate, soils,
topography and vegetation in the
region results in a number of problems facing the range user and the
range technician. Only a few of the
outstanding problems are discussed
here.
On the grasslands poor range
condition and the consequent reduction in grazing capacity are major
problems. Some grassland ranges
are in good condition but other
areas have been reduced to a cover
of perennial or annual weedy species. The reduction in grazing capacity on these ranges is particularly
serious since the grasslands are
usually the limiting factor in the
yearlong ranch operation. The restoration of depleted grasslands by
natural renovation or by artificial
revegetation
is a major management objective in the region.
The major problems of the timber
ranges are not those of overgrazing,
but of accessibility and usabi!ity.
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Large areas have been rendered
inaccessible due to deadfall conditions, produced mainly by the
killing of stands of lodgepole pine
by bark beetles (Den&&onus)
or
by fire. Not only are such areas
spoiled for grazing, but often they
hinder movement of stock to better
ranges. Another problem is that
caused by the e&roachment
of
tree or shrub cover on areas formerly dominated by herbaceous
species. In many cases this encroachment appears to be the result
of normal plant succession in areas
where the woody plant cover had
been previously removed by fire.
The utilization of insect-killed forest
areas and the maintenance of grazing capacity on ranges of increasing
tree and shrub growth are becoming
acute problems in parts of the region.
Poisonous plants are a definite
problem. They cause an estimated
14 percent of all cattle losses. On
grassland
ranges,
low larkspur
(Delphinium
bicolor) and death
camas (Zygadenus venenosus) are
the principal offenders. The larkspur
menace can usually be met by deferred use of areas with heavy infestations and sometimes by herding the cattle during critical periods.
The period when the plant is attractive to stock is a short one, but
comes during the spring grazing
period on the upper grassland
ranges. Death camas is a problem
only to sheep outfits. Recognition
and avoidance of large patches, and
care in trailing and bedding can
do much to cut losses. Plants of
low-lying areas that cause occasional
losses include poison hemlock (Cicuta douglasii) and arrowgrass (Triglochin maritima) .
The most serious poisonous plant
of the area is timber poisonvetch
(Astragalus serotinus). This native
herb occurs in the wheatgrassfescue, ponderosa pine, and Douglasfir zones. In grasslands, this plant
rarely causes trouble except on
areas where good forage is lacking.
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On timber ranges, the plant is eaten
readily during the early part of the
grazing season but becomes unpalatable
at maturity.
Various
forms of paralysis and respiratory
disturbances are shown by affected
animals. Emaciation
is common,
and in severe cases death may occur.
The handling and control of
livestock on the rugged ranges of
Interior British Columbia present
problems absent in areas of more
gentle topography. Management of
breeding stock is difficult since many
breeding herds are on forest ranges
for at least part of the breeding
season. No doubt this partly accounts for the relatively low calf
crop, which was found to average
only 55 percent in a study made
during the period 1933-1940.
On
many ranches the calf crop has
since been increased much above
this figure by good management
practices, including careful selection
and proper distribution of bulls and
the use of breeding pastures. In
the Tranquille herd used for range
studies by the Kamloops Station
from 1935 to 1939, the calf crop
was increased from 50 to 90 percent
by application of the above measures.
Other problems assume major
importance in certain districts or
in particular years. The paralysis
(Dermacentor andersoni) is
tick
common on grassland ranges in
some of the southern districts.
These ticks cause occasional losses
of livestock and when abundant
may delay spring grazing.
Grasshoppers have reached epidemic proportions on the grassland
ranges several times since ranching
began in the region. The increase
of species which cause the most
damage is favored by overgrazing,
while the insects themselves show
much the same forage preferences
as do livestock.
Range Research
Research on range problems in
British
Columbia is carried on

principally by the Federal Government, through the Canada Range
Experiment Station at Kamloops.
Close cooperation
is maintained
with provincial agencies, including
the University of British Columbia.
The research program was started
in 1935 when a range experimental
sub-station was established at Kamloops. The work was set up on a
cooperative
basis with the provincial government. Cattle of the
Tranquille Sanatorium near Kam:
loops were used as the experimental
herd. The disbanding of this herd
in 1940 and war-time economy
moves by the federal government
resulted in closing of the sub-station. In 1946, steps were taken
which led to the re-establishment of
research facilities and in 1947, the
Canada Range Experiment Station
was established at Kamloops. A full
program of research on problems of
the range livestock
industry
is
underway.
Summary
The range resources of British
Columbia include 3 million acres of
grassland and 10 to 12 million
acres of forested range. The main
range area is located in the southern
interior section of the province.
The area is one of rugged topography, with great variation in
climate, soils and vegetation. The
grassland ranges belong to the
bunchgrass type and include three
well-defined zones differing in plant
cover and grazing capacity. The
t,imber range is mainly in the
Douglasfir zone, much of which is
now occupied by Iodgepole pine or
aspen.
The forage of the grassland ranges
consists mainly of a few species of
ranges,
grasses. On the timber
forbs and browse supplement the
pinegrass which makes up much of
the forage cover. The range vegetation is high in nutritional value and
the principal known deficiency is
that of phosphorus in cured forage.
Good gains are made by stock on

.
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the grassland ranges in spring, and
on timber ranges from June through
August.
The grassland ranges supply the
spring-fall and some winter grazing, while the timber ranges are
used for summer range. Stock are
wintered mainly on valley ranges
cultivated
or
native
and
on
meadows.
Most of the grasslands are privately owned, but the forest ranges
are largely on public lands, administered by the Provincial Department of Lands and Forests.
Grazing is on a permit basis and
half the fees are used for range improvement .
Current problems include the
poor condition of large areas of
grassland and the decrease of forage
on timber ranges due to deadfall
and/or thickening of the tree and
shrub cover. Poisonous plants are
of importance over much of the
area. Research on these and other
range problems is under way at
the Canada
Range
Experiment
Station located near Kamloops.
The demands of the increasing
human population of British Co-
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lumbia exceed the current supply of
livestock products and present an
excellent market for increased production. Any appreciable increase
must come from more intensive
use of existing range areas and a
greater emphasis on pounds of
meat rather than on numbers as an
index of livestock production.
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STRENGTHENING

AMERICAN

AGRICULTURE

The resource conservation program outlined by
Secretary Benson on December 4, 1953 listed three
principal objectives for immediate attention by the
Department of Agriculture :
1. Accelerate both research and education so that
improvements in agricultural resources are obtained and quickly passed on to those who can
use them.
2. Improve technical aid to landowners and operators and help speed up the survey of soil resources
and the planning and application of needed conservation measures on the farm, ranch and forest
lands of this country-acre
by acre and watershed
by watershed.
3. Encourage local leadership such as is provided by
soil conservation districts, watershed organizations,
and other community and neighborhood teams of
people.
Conservation means putting into use on the land
combinatlions of good practices-combinations
fitted
to the soil and water resources of each piece of land,
and to the human resources and capabilities of each

THROUGH

RESOURCE

CONSERVATION

landowner or operator. Modern resource conservation
means the planning and treatment of entire watersheds.
In watershed protection programs, local people and 1’
organizations must team up with local, state and
federal governments to share the cost and work out
improvements to benefit all.
The final responsibility for carrying out a sound,
vigorous program of conservation rests with the people
who own and operate the land. Soil conservation districts and other groups, locally organized and directed,
provide effective mechanisms for the management of
these programs to fit local needs.
The overall responsibility of the United States Department of Agriculture is to make fullest and most
economical use of basic technical data and knowledge
for the Nation and for its varied resource areas by integrating technical assistance, cost sharing and such other
phases of conservation as may be in the national interest. (Excerpts from the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture booklet “Strengthening American Agriculture through Resource

Conservation”,

published December,

1953.
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0uNTArN ranges are sometimes better
adapted
to
one kind of livestock than another,
but most areas can be more efficiently utilized when stocked with
both sheep and cattle. In the intermountain area, common use of
summer range by sheep and cattle
amost always results in more uniform utilization than can be obtained by one kind of animal alone
(Jardine
et al., 1919; Sampson,
1952; and Stoddart
and Smith,
1943). The combined number of
both kinds of stock must be commensurate with the forage production. Likewise, due consideration
must be given the character of the
forage, topographic features and
distribution
of water in deciding
the correct proportion of the various
kinds of livestock and the suitability of the range for each. In
addition, administrative
problems
in land management
may make
common use impractical in some
cases.
Many people believe that browse
ranges are better adapted to sheep,
and grass ranges are better adapted
to cattle. However, there are extensive grass ranges in the shortgrass plains that are utilized effectively by either sheep or cattle.
Sheep, however, cannot make effective use of stemmy bunchgrasses or
the tall grasses of the prairies.
Sheep make better use of rough
topography and, likewise, tolerate
infrequent watering better
than
cattle. Mountain range, then, should
be better adapted to sheep than
cattle, but this is not always the
case. Many grasses on summer
ranges are used only sparingly by
sheep, especially late in the grazing
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season after they become stemmy,
whereas, cattle eat most grasses
rather readily during most of the
grazing season. In addition, cattle
consume many forbs and shrubs
with avidity but generally more
complete use of these plants is
made by sheep. Therefore, more
effective use of summer
range
might be made by sheep and cattle
grazing in combination. The more
kinds of animals grazing, the more
likely that every species will contribute its share to the total forage
consumption. Likewise, many kinds
of animals will more thoroughly
cover the range and make full use
of steep and less accessible areas.
This fact is recognized in the Edwards Plateau country of Texas
where deer, cattle, sheep and goats
are commonly
grazed together.
Stockmen there found this system
efficient
use
of
made
rough
topography and of all forage species.
It must be emphasized
that
common use, or dual use, of a range
does not mean double use. If livestock are removed when the range
is properly grazed, no species will
be misused unless this is purposeful.
Rare and very palatable species
might be “sacrificed” or overused
to get full use of more abundant
and less palatable
species. The
range manager,
not the stock,
determines
the point at which
grazing should cease. Under common-use grazing there is no more
reason to permit overuse than under
single-use grazing. Common use is
based on the assumption
that,
animal behavior will be normal irrespective of what kind of stock
grazes the forage on the range.
That is, if cattle normally utilize
10

a given species to 60 percent by
the end of the grazing season, an
individual cow will not utilize it
closer than
this
regardless
of
whether she follows a foraging
sheep or another cow over a given
range area.
Discussion
This study was conducted on
typical summer range in the Wasatch mountains in northern Utah
at an average elevation of about
7300 feet. The region is characterized by relatively steep slopes
with aspen on the less exposed
north and east slopes and sagebrush
on the more exposed south and
west slopes. The area receives about
30 inches of precipitation annually
and the soils are derived from
limestone and dolomite formations.
One area of approximately 400
acres was grazed by 80 head of
cattle from July 1 until Oct. 1 and
an adjacent and comparable area
of about 2400 acres was grazed by
1050 ewes and lambs from July 3
until Sept. 26. The lambs were
sold during the last week in September and averaged about 87
pounds per head. Thus, the lambs
were rather large during the actual
grazing period and for this reason
the customary 5 to 1 ratio of sheep
to cattle was considered somewhat
wide. If a ratio of 4 to 1 is used the
volume of forage consumed is about
equal. Actually, based upon this
ratio, 9.14 acres were allowed for
each animal unit in the case of
sheep and 5.0 acres in the case of
cattle. This variability between the
two kinds of animals is borne out
by the forage factor for sheep and
for cattle shown in Table 1.
The two ranges have very similar
features and forage
topographic
cover. The flora in both areas is
definitely better adapted to cattle
than to sheep (Table 1). This is due
primarily to the large percentage of
grass which is more completely
utilized by cattle than by sheep

COMMON
after the July 1 opening date.
These grasses were stemmy and in
full head by the middle of July
and the sheep avoided the coarse
stems and ate sparingly
of the
folia.ge. The avoidance of grass by
sheep became more pronounced as
the season advanced. Cattle ate
appreciable amounts of grass stems
throughout the summer but they,
too, showed increased selectivity for
grass leaves as the season advanced.
In addition, both sheep and cattle
showed increasing .preference for
forbs and browse as the season
progressed. Cattle, however, seemed
to favor forbs and sheep had a
tendency to favor browse.
The floral composition
of the
pastures and actual utilization of
species by sheep and cattle at the
end of the grazing season are shown
in Table 1. The composition percentages for t’he two area,s were
averaged in order to calculate the
theoretical grazing capacity for common use if both cattle and sheep
area
were to graze the entire
simultaneously. Utilization percentages were obtained by averaging
weight estimates from 14 individual
estimators who had previously received 4 weeks training
in the
determination
of utilization.
The
forage factor for sheep and cattle
individually was obtained by multiplying the actual degree of utilization from each by the composition
percentage.
The forage factor was 2034 for
sheep and .3728 for cattle, thus the
area was theoretically
1.83 times
more suited for cattle than for
sheep (Table 1). However, if the
for either
higher forage factor
cattle or sheep is used for each plant
species the total becomes .4339.
This figure represents the forage
factor for‘ common use and is
materially higher than either the
forage factor for cattle or for sheep.
Thus, by common use, the area
can be 2.13 times more effectively
used than by sheep alone and 1.16

Table
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utilization when fully grazed, and
on summer range in northern Utah

1. Vegetation
composition,
for sheep and cattle

(1)
Vegetation Composition

Plant Species

.....
Agropyron subsecundum.
Bromus carinatus .............
Elymus glaucus ..............
Achilles lanulosa. ............
........
Agastache urticifolia.
Aster adscendens.............
Aster engelmanni. ............
Aster fremontii. ..............
......
Balsamorhiza
sagittata.
Descurainia
californica .......
Helianthella
uniflora ..........
Lathyrus leucanthus ..........
Lithospermum
ruderale. ......
Lupinus caudatus ............
Orthocarpus luteus. ..........
......
Osmorhiza occidentalis.
........
Phacelia heterophylla.
Polemonium
albiflorum. ......
Senecio serra .................
Thalictrum
fendleri ...........
Vicia americana. .............
Amelanchier alnifolia. ........
Prunus demissa. ..............
Purshia tridentata ............
Symphoricarpus
vaccinioides.

. .
..

.
. .
..
..
.
.

11.2
22.5
39.4
1.0
.3
.l
.I
.2
.4
.3
.5
5.9
.4
.7
.l
.3
.l
.l
.9
11.6
.3
2.9
2.4
4.4
3.9
100.0

times more effectively used than
by cattle alone.
Assuming that past stocking of
5.0 acres per cow and 9.14 acres per
animal unit of sheep is correct
stocking, the entire area consisting
of 2800 acres would support 306
animal units of sheep, whereas, if
it were stocked with cattle, the
grazing capacity would be 560
animal units. However, as shown
in Table 2 more effective use is
theoretically possible under common
use when stocked with 422 animal
units of cattle and 230 animal units
of sheep which is about 65 percent
cattle and about 35 percent sheep
or 1.83 times more cattle than sheep
because of the suitability
ratio.
In this manner a total of 652 animal
units grazing for three months is
obtained.
The total capacity of the area
under common use was calculated

(1 x 2)

(1 x 3)

Sheep

Cattle

Forage Factor

Sheep

Iattle

‘ercent

‘ercent

24
15
9
8
26
14
53
25
76
14
34
45
60
39
30
34
20
33
31
45
61
46
54
42
24

55
35
46
0
16
10
20
50
20
0
60
20
60
9
0
15
0
15
18
5
25
10
9
50
0

-

-

--

.0616
.0787
.0355 .1812
.0008 . 0000
.0008 .0005
.OOOl .OOOl
.0005 .0002
.0005 .OOlO
.0030 .0008
.0004 . 0000
.0017
.0030
.0265 .0118
.0024 .0024
.0027 .0006
.0003 . 0000
.OOlO .0004
.0002 . 0000
.0003 .OOOl
.0028 .0016
.0072 .0008
.0018 .0007

.0616

.0133

.0133

.0269
.0337

.0029

.0129 .0022
.0220
.0185

-

.0094

. 0000

.2034

.3728

.0787
.1812
.0008
.0008
.OOOl

.0005
.OOlO

.0030
.0001
.0030
.0265
.0024
.0027
.0003
.OOlO
.0002
.0003
.0028
.0072
.0018
.0129
.0220
.0094
__.4339

by adding the total capacity when
grazed by cattle alone (560 animal
units) and the total capacity when
grazed by sheep alone (306 animal
units) and in like manner adding
the forage factor for cattle (.3728)
and sheep (.2034) giving a total of
866 animal units with a total forage
factor of .5763. Thus, if the theoretical forage factor .5763 would
have a total capacity of 866 animal
units then the forage factor .4339
(Table 1) for common use would
have a total
grazing
capacity
amounting to 652 animal units.
It is assumed by these calculations
that common use is not excessive
use but instead the grazing of each
kind of stock is complementary to
the other. This may not always be
true under range conditions but
observations
indicate that it is
not an unreasonable assumption.
For many years range technicians
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have calculated conversion ratios
by determining the suitability of
ranges for one class of livestock or
big game compared to another. If
the range is equally suited to both
kinds of animals being considered,
the conversion is usually based
upon the nutritional
requirement
of the animal which is in turn based
upon average weight or upon surface area of the body.
Conversion ratios or equivalents
are used by range managers to calculate the number of sheep that
can be added when a certain number
of cattle are removed or vice versa.
These, as previously stated, generally are calculated
from the
suitability of the range for the kind
of animal being considered. These
ratios are obtained from the forageacre factors or forage factors calculated for each kind of animal
when the conventional range survey
or range inventory is made. Forage
factor is derived from a summation
of the products of the percent composition of each species on the range
times the palatability or preference
index for the type of animal being
considered. Palatability
indexes or
preference index figures for each
kind of animal must be determined
separately
for all forage species
present
and forage-acre
factors
calculated independently by using
separate palatability lists. The ratio
of the forage-acre factor obtained
for cattle and the forage-acre factor
obtained for sheep is considered the

COOK

suitability rating to be used when
converting from one animal to the
other. Thus, if the factor is twice
as high for sheep as for cattle, the
range is considered capable of
furnishing twice as much sheep
forage as cattle
forage. Actual
conversion ratios can, therefore, be
calculated
from this suitability
rating plus some measure of normal
forage requirement. For example,
one cow may require 5 times as
much forage as one sheep. This
5: 1 ratio, however, becomes 10: 1
in the above case where the range is
twice as suitable to sheep.
Conversion equivalents are not
constant as sometimes believed but
change with each shift in livestock
numbers from one kind of animal
to another unless a complete change
is made. The calculated grazing
capacities
presented in Table 2
show that the conversion equivalents vary greatly when various
combinations of sheep and cattle
are grazed but remain constant
after the point of most effective
use is reached when changing from
cattle to sheep or from sheep to
cattle.
The conversion equivalents for
each change in livestock combination shown in Table 2 apply only
when a complete change is made
from one kind of livestock to the
other. For instance when changing
from common use to cattle alone,
when 468 animal units of grazing
are now being obtained by cattle

Table 2. Calculated grazing capacity in animal units when grazed by both sheep
and cattle with various numbers of each or by each class alone. The right hand
columns show conversion ratios when changing from common use to a single use
Ratio

of Cattle

and

Sheep

under

Common

Use

,
I

Cattle
Alzimal units

306
422
536
652
621
591
560

Percent

0
33.4
52.4
64.7
75.4
87.0
/ 100

Animal
units

0
141
281
422
468
514
560

Conversion

Ratio

Conversion

Ratio

Ch”C”a”to
:E 1 Chy$iie”to
,”

Sheep

-

Percent

100
66.6
47.6
35.3
24.6
13.0
0

Animal
wits

Animal

units

306

1.83

281
255
230
153
77
0

1.49
1.09
0.60
0.60
0.60
-

Animal

zmits

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.33
0.45
0.55

and 153 animal units of grazing
obtained by sheep, the calculated
conversion equivalent is 0.60. Thus,
removing the 153 animal units of
sheep will permit increasing cattle
from 468 to 560 animal units entailing a loss of 153 animal units of
sheep grazing to gain only 92 units
of cattle grazing. The conversion
ratio between
these
figures is
1:0.60; therefore, for each animal
unit of sheep grazing removed only
0.60 animal units of cattle grazing
can be added. However, when the
area is grazed by 281 animal units
of sheep and 141 animal units of
cattle the conversion equivalent
is 1.49. If 281 animal units of sheep
are removed and replaced by cattle,
419 animal units are gained in total
grazing capacity. This increase is
brought about by a shift toward
greater efficiency because cattle
numbers are considerably
lower
than desirable, whereas, the loss
in grazing capacity in the first
case was a result of shifting toward
cattle numbers which were already
above desired numbers for most
efficient common use.
If the shift is being made from
common use to sheep alone, total
grazing capacity is reduced in every
case. For example, by removing 141
animal units of cattle only 25 animal units of sheep can be added or
by removing 514 animal units of
cattle only 229 animal units of
sheep can be added. However, in
both cases greatest grazing capacity
is still obtained by common use.
Summary and Conclusions
Common use of summer range in
the intermountain
area results in
more uniform utilization than is
obtained by single use provided
the combined numbers of each kind
of animal are commensurate with
forage production.
A summer range area grazed by
sheep and a comparable
range
grazed by cattle were studied in
order to compare the foraging

COMMON
habits of the two kinds ocf livestock
and to evaluate the desirabilities
of common use compared to single
use.
Cattle ate considerable quant)ities
of the grasses, moderate amounts
of the forbs and only limited quantities of the browse, whereas, sheep
ate sparingly of the grasses and
consumed large quantities of the
forbs and browse.
Assuming that present stocking
capacity was correct and that the
heaviest utilization on any particular species by either kind of animal
was obtained under common use,
the area would furnish 652 animal
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units of grazing when stocked with
the proper proportions of sheep and
cattle. However, if the entire area
were grazed by cattle alone it would
furnish grazing for 560 animal units
and when grazed only by sheep, it
would furnish 306 animal units of
grazing. Thus, the area would
furnish more grazing from common
use than from single use and was
judged 1.83 times more suitable
for cattle than for sheep.
Calculated grazing capacities under various combinations of sheep
and cattle showed that conversion
ratios for replacing one kind of
animal with another are not con-

stant until after the point of most
effective use is reached when changing from one kind of animal to
another.

OF

OF

THE

U. S. DEPARTMENT

The reorganization of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, as announced by Secretary Benson,
November 1, 1953, established four main groups
of service agencies :
(1) Federal-States Relations: Agricultural Research Service, Forest Service, Federal Extension Service, Soil Conservation Service,
Agricultural Conservation Program Service
and Farmer Cooperative Service
(2) Marketing and Foreign Agriculture: Agricultural Marketing Service, Foreign Agricultural Service and Commodity Exchange
Authority
(3) Agricultural Stabilization: Commodity
Stabilization Service, Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation and Community, County, and
State Committees
(4) Agricultural Credit: Farmers Home Administration, Farm Credit Administration
and Rural Electrification Administration
Changes affecting the research and regulatory
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activities in range management were largely
centered in the Federal-States Relations group.
Reassignments to the Agricultural Research
Service from other agencies include: research on
farm management, land economics and agricultural finance from the former Bureau of Agricultural Economics : all soil conservation research
except that required for the national soil survey
from the Soil Conservation Service; research on
range management (except that on forest ranges
and adjacent integrated non-forest lands) and on
grass and control of undesirable plants from the
Forest Service.
Management of the land utilization projects
administered under Title III of the BankheadJones Farm Tenant Act by the Soil Conservation
Service has been transferred to the Forest Service.
State offices of the Soil Conservation Service have
been given greater responsibility for program
formulation and execution with the elimination of
the regional offices.

Application of Ecology in the
Determination of Range
Condition and Trend
KENNETH

W. PARKER

Range Conservationist,

D

the past half century
the development of American plant ecology as a science has
been rapid and a useful fund of
knowledge has been drawn together. Unfortunately much of this
knowledge
has too often been
locked up insofar as the average
land manager is concerned; largely
by forbidding technical terminology. Then too, ecology itself has
several schools of thought that are
sometimes
difficult to reconcile.
In spite of these shortcomings,
application of ecological knowledge
by the range manager makes it
possible to plan and place grazing
land use on a sound natural basis.
Dyksterhuis (1951) suggests simplified terminology as a means for
making greater use of ecology on
range lands and concludes that
proper management is essentially
the skillful
application
of the
principles of ecology.
The range manager has drawn
freely from the two major schools
thinking,
namely,
of ecological
autecology-the
study of individual
species, and synecology-the
study
of vegetation as a plant community.
For example, development of grazing systems, establishment of grazing seasons, improvement by range
reseeding, and “reading the range”
all require knowledge of the life
history of individual plant species.
On the other hand, range condition
classes are in reality successional
stages of plant communities described in terms to make them
readily available for use by range
administrators and stockmen. This
brief review is concerned mainly
with the latter phase of applied
ecology. It aims to evaluate the
URING

U. S. Forest Service, Washington,
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major factors of vegetation
and
site that should be observed in
classification
of range condition
and in the study of changes in
vegetation and soil.

The science of ecology is
one of the fundamental building
blocks upon which the applied
field of range management
has been fashioned. Many of
the fundamental principles of
ecology are basic to a knowledge and understanding of
proper land use. This article
reviews the development of our
present-day ideas of range condition and trend and shows
how these concepts have been
derived from basic ecological
principles.

Early Applications of Ecology
Use of ecologic knowledge in
answering range problems began
early. Thus, within ten years following the first major peak in livestock
numbers in the late 1880’s we find
western stockmen confronted by
such range production problems
as losses from inadequate forage
and poisonous plants. Vasey’s (1888)
report while not fully cognizant
of the underlying reasons for these
problems did recognize the need for
supplying information that would
be helpful in meeting them. This
was presented in the form of habitat
and economic notes of some 200
range plant species, mainly from
the Southwest. But Bentley (1898)
reported rather fully on the “exhaustion of pasturage in the South14

west.” Utilizing applied ecology,
his report dwelt on the deterioration of grasslands from their former
condition of productivity and attributed the cause to “overstocking.” In answer to this problem
we find Jared Smith (1899) a year
later recommending deferred and
rotation
grazing methods based
on the physiological need for meeting plant growth requirements as
a means of attaining range improvement.
Smith observed also
the trend in condition of the vegetation of the Red Prairie of Texas
resulting from too heavy grazing
use by livestock, noting specifically
the change from tall grasses (Andropogon spp.)
to
shortgrasses
(Hilaria belangeri and Buchloe dactyloides.) Concerning these changes
his statement is probably the first
record suggesting a range condition
classification based on the characteristics of the vegetation: “The
occurrence of any one of these
(species) as the dominant or most
conspicuous grass is to some extent
an index of the state of the land and
of what stage in overstocking and
deterioration
has been reached.”
Smith also recognized the role of
range vegetation as it affects erosion
and surface run-off.
In the Northwest, Cotton (1902)
studied the Pacific bunchgrass type
and the changes resulting in it
from grazing use. He noted that
before introduction
of domestic
livestock this natural grassland type
was characterized by the dominance
of bluebunch wheatgrass
(Agropyron spicatum). Then, with excessive grazing use he observed
the replacement of this condition
stage by one typified by Sandberg
bluegrass (Poa secunda) which in
turn was replaced by a more deteriorated
stage characterized
by
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) and
rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus) and by “other weeds not
relished by stock.” Cotton also
noted that
the more desirable
bluebunch wheat grass stage could

*
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be restored in time by proper
management.
Attention
to range condition
classification was also being given
by several of the state agricultural
experiment
stations.
A notable
example is the farsighted work of
Wooton (1908) in New Mexico,
who concluded as regards vegetation
and soil changes :
“Thus it is possible by looking at a
range to tell how it has been treated.
The number and kinds of range weeds,
the kinds and abundance of grasses, the
condition of the shrubbery, the amount
and character of the erosion features, all
taken together with an appreciation of
the common or typical condition of the
locality in question, tell the story of
what the range has been, and hence
what it may be again by proper treatment.”
“. . . Other effects of overstocking are to
make the land so that it will not absorb
the water that falls; to hasten the runoff of the water and give it little opportunity to sink in; to use the force of this
Isun-off to carry away the loose and
lighter parts of the soil. . . .”
In Arizona, Griffiths (1904, 1910)
of the Bureau of Plant Industry
and Thornber (1910) of the TJniversity
of Arizona reported
on
forage yields and the changes in
grassland vegetation in a 58 square
mile area protected from live&ock
grazing. Stocking rates and ways
to manage different types of vegetation so as to prevent deterioration
were recommended. These workers
also noted the gradual encroachment of velvet mesquite (Prosopis
julijlora var. velutina) into mixed
grama grasslands.
In the decade immediately following the transfer of the forest reserves in 1905 to the Department
of Agriculture studies relating to
the management of the range were
initiated. This work was supervised
initially by the two pioneers in
forest range research, James *T.
Jar-dine and Arthur W. Sampson,
to be followed a few years later by
W. R. Chapline. One of the most
contributions
important
of the
period was the development of the
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range reconnaissance system under
Jardine’s direction because it not
only served as a base for planning
but also provided
management
specific information on vegetation.
As early as 1911, range survey
maps were prepared, showing areas
“poorly stocked with forage plants”
and several degrees of grazing
utilization. The two together were
for many years
interpreted
as
condition.
A major
contribution
to our
knowledge of condition classification, together with a suggested
method for determining trend is
Sampson’s (1919) work on plant
succession in the wheatgrass community in Utah. The four broad
stages in plant succession then
recognized correspond closely to
present-day range condition classes
of good, fair, poor, and very poor,
and were so designated many years
later by Sampson
(1952).
The
voluminous work of Clements (1920)
brought
together
an additional
fund of knowledge on the use of
plants as indicators of range condition. Chapline
(1919)
described
the effects of continuous
close
grazing by goats during the growing
and soil
season on vegetation
stability.
He urged the adoption
of deferred and rotation systems of
grazing as a practical means of
recovery.
bringing
about range
Campbell (1931) developed criteria
for recognizing four main stages
in plant succession and the grazing
value of each stage for clay soils
in southern New Mexico. Talbot
and Crafts
(1936)
stressed the
widespread need for research to
develop “simple, usable measuring
sticks of range condition.” Talbot’s
publication (1937) on plant, animal
and soil indicators of range condition and trend in the Southwest
has been especially
helpful
in
management. Cooperrider and Hendricks (1937)
developed criteria
for recognizing the characteristic
composition of the vegetation and
the associated
condition
of the
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ground surface under good and
poor management for several plant
communities in the Southwest.
The
western-wide
utilization
standards study, begun in 1936 with
Robert
S. Campbell
in charge,
provided the impetus for preparation of various regional handbooks
for use mainly on the national
forests. Progress in this study as it
related to both utilization
and
range condition was summarized
by Campbell (1943).
Studies pointed toward the development of criteria for classifying
range condition and the description
of indicators of range trend have
been greatly accelerated
during
the past decade. The work has been
conducted by many state experiment stations as well as federal
agencies interested in the range
resource. The Soil Conservation
Service has been especially active
In the development
of in-service
guides for classification of condition
in numerous range types. Designation of the “range condition classes”
of excellent, good, fair and poor
as used in present-day range condition surveys was reported by Spence
(1938).
Present Day Concepts of
Condition and Trend
Through the years the phrase
“range condition”
has come to
have two distinctly different meanings. Range management specialists
use the phrase “range condition”
to mean the present condition of
the range in relation to a potential
or maximum practical condition.
In contrast the term has been
commonly employed in crop reporting to mean essentially
the
size of the current annual forage
crop. Thus, in favorable years of
rainfall a range classed in poor condition by the range manager might
be designated by others as in good
or excellent “feed” condition. Even
among range managers the basic
meaning of “range condition” may
vary-some definitions apply mainly
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grasslands whereas others are
more inclusive of other plant
communities. Accordingly
further
consideration of the term seems
appropriate.

.to
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or excellent condition may actually
improve by reaching a mixed grassweed stage yet when it does it
may be graded as in poor condition.

Range Condition

Ecologic Basis for Range
Condition Classifications

“Range condition” is a practical
representation of the major successional stages of broad plant
communities as influenced by grazing use. It is commonly referred
to as “range health” (Society of
American Foresters 1944). A grazed
range in the most robust health is
one which has been used by livestock on a sustained yield basis
and which is in an optimum state
of soil stability and quality, and
of vegetational development. But
not all ranges are in robust health;
hence, they are commonly classified
in relative terms of the ideal-by
such condition classes as excellent,
good, fair, poor, and very poor.
Each of these condition classes is
delineated for a specific plant
community by the amount of plant
cover (density), the kinds of plants
present (composition), the vigor of
the desired species, the amount of
litter and the soil stability. Thus,
range condition is the status of the
range.
A somewhat different concept of
condition classification is presented
by Sampson, et al. (1951) and others,
notably Humphrey (1947) wherein
condition classifications are based
primarily on the percent of potential
forage production. Application of
this concept may be tenable in
some grassland areas but to forest
range and other types it may be
questioned because the condition
classes so set up may have little
or no ecologic basis. For forest
range Costello and Schwan (1946)
follow the ecological approach to
classes
designation of condition
for the ponderosa pine range type.
But they recognize four or more
classes within each successional
stage. Under this system a half
shrub-weed range classed in good

Most ecologists recognize that
the soil change from bare rock to
mature soil, as in residual soils,
is accompanied by a systematic
succession of several stages in vegetation, e.g., in bunchgrass range
from lichens to short-lived annuals
to deep fibrous rooted long-lived perennial bunchgrasses. These changes
may also be accompanied by a comparable succession in native fauna.
In vegetation such changes are
known as primary plant succession.
Disturbance factors such as fire,
cultivation, and overgrazing operate
to upset this orderly succession and
bring about destructive change or
retrogression. However, whenever
the disturbing influence is modified
or removed, the vegetation again
shifts toward the climax or the highest development possible under the
prevailing climate. This is known as
secondary succession and the vegetation stages may or may not be
closely similar to the stages of primary succession. The secondary
stages of plant succession, particularly as influenced by grazing use,
are the stages with which the range
manager is most concerned since
each stage or the next sub-stage
above it should constitute his immediate management objective. It
is thus important that the standsrds
for range condition classifications be
on a firm ecological basis, wherein
each condition class corresponds to a
stage or group of stages in secondary succession as determined mainly
by grazing use.
As yet, our knowledge of the
secondary stages of succession and
the reaction of vegetation to grazing
use as modified by the prevailing
climate is incomplete. In spite of
this lack of knowledge, if we assume
the optimum development of vege-

tation as being usually synonymous
to the original vegetation, then it
is possible to describe it fairly well
in specific terms by the relict
method of Clements (1934). Such
would comprise the excellent condition class and on the other extreme
would be the very poor or most
deteriorated class which may be
easily found and characterized.
The intermediate classes of good,
fair, and poor then fall between
these extremes. Such is the case for
most grassland communities, and
in general forage production in the
upper condition classes greatly
exceeds that of the lower.
This concept is not tenable for
realistic application in a very few
plant communities such as the
annual grass range of California.
Here the original bunchgrass prairie,
as an outcome of 150 years of
grazing and cropping has been
replaced by annuals (Clements
1934). Relicts of the original cover
composed chiefly of Stipa pulchra
may still be found but this species
has been replaced by tenaciously
growing annuals such as wild oats
(Avena fatua, A. barbata) and soft
chess (Bromus mollis). These annuals according to Sampson, et aZ
(1951) now comprise the chief
objectives in management. (Fig. 1)
On forest range, which is usually
land under multiple use, the manager must be able to balance and
coordinate livestock use with other
and often conflicting interests such
as for watersheds, timber, wildlife,
and recreation. On these lands
the manager is by force of circumstances more interested in overall
land productivity than he is in
“range condition” by itself. But
even here he must be cognizant of
succession because in the true
forest the tree overstory is the
dominant and controlling part of
the vegetation and plant changes
differ from those found in open
grasslands. For example, the forest
floor of an open ponderosa pine
timber stand currently of value for
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ing use be replaced by blue grama
(Bouteloua gracilis) which in turn
gives way to undesirable species
such as pingue (Hymenoxys JEoribunda) and pussytoes (Antennaria
SPPJ.
Range Trend

FIGURE 1. The California annual range type was formerly dominated by perenTop condition classes are now characterized
by a dominance of
nial hunchgrasses.
annuals such as wild oats and soft chess.

may in a few years’ time
become densely overspread with
pine seedlings. (Fig. 2) As this
reproduction grows and increases in
size through the years, it becomes a
physical barrier to grazing use,
Glendening
(1944).
Furthermore,
the shading out and needle smothering of grass causes grazing values
to decline naturally. Such situations
may allow for maximum production
of timber in the future and accordingly classed in satisfactory condition but when regarded from a
forage viewpoint, they are of lower
value for grazing than before.
For these reasons criteria needed
for classifying condition of timbered
ranges differ from those where grass
is the climax, since density, forage
production and vigor of the desirable species are not wholly reliable
as indicators.
On the other hand, the successional stages induced by grazing
use may still be tenable in spite of
decreases in density and volume
caused by competition from timber
species. For example, Arnold (1950)
has found that the ponderosa pinebunchgrass type of the Southwest
grazing,

has been characterized since 1919
by periodic waves of pine seedling
establishment,
but the optimum
condition classes are still characterized by the dominance of Arizona
fescue (Festuca arizonica) and mountain muhly (Muhlenbergia montana)
which may through excessive graz-

Range condition is seldom static.
Most ranges are either improving
or declining in condition, mainly
because of the utilization of the
forage by grazing animals or adverse changes in weather or both.
These changes in condition are
either upward or downward in the
direction of recovery or deterioration and are known as trend in
range condition. It is important
that both range condition and trend
be correctly appraised because it
is only through this knowledge that
the range manager may intelligently
plan the management of a range
for maximum livestock production
and conservation of land resources.
The appraisal of condition is largely
an inventory of what is on the
ground and does not always tell
us what is happening under the
prevalent grazing management. Because trend ultimately determines

FIGURE 2. Former open ponderosa pine bunchgrass range now closing in with tree
*eproduction. When such changes occur grazing values of the areas are lowered but
:ondition may still be classed as satisfactory.
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the condition,
it is exceedingly
important to know whether a range
is being maintained or is improving
or is deteriorating.
Evaluation of trend is an expression of the change in the status of a
range over a period of years. Dependence on memory is tricky and
the most reliable evaluations
of
trend, as Ellison (1949) points out,
are those supported by plot or
transect
records of the vegetation and soil factors. The recent
development by the Forest Service
of the 3-Step Method
(Parker
1951) presents a means for obtaining
and interpreting such records. As
is true of classifying condition, it
is generally unsafe to rely exclusively upon what has happened
to a single factor as the sole guide
to trend. As pointed out by Talbot
(1937) and Stoddart and Smith
(1943) all possible clues must be
considered before the final appraisal
is made.
Major Factors Considered
Condition and Trend

in

Criteria on the vegetation factors
of density, floristic composition and
vigor and on the soil factors of litter
and soil stability have been considered by most technicians
as
essential for the development of
condition classifications
(Pickford
and Reid, 1942; Renner,
1948;
Ellison et al., 1950 and Sampson,
1952). Most authors recognized the
importance of estimating current
trend and described various indicators for its recognition. Composition has been considered as
related to stages of secondary sucet al.,
cession. A few (Ellison
1949) evaluated
1951; Hormay,
composition largely in accord with
palatability
of the plant species
Humphrey
(1947,
to
livestock.
1950) placed greatest emphasis on
forage production but recognized
that this in itself was not the “whole
story” of formulating criteria for
condition classification. A few workand Reid,
1942)
ers (Pickford
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recognized the relation of the condition class to the status of the soil
profile with respect to soil loss.
Up until recent years criteria on
vegetation
and soil have been
grouped together into the single
expression of “range condition.”
Similarly, trend has been considered
as including both. In primary plant
succession soil and vegetation develop concurrently, but in secondary
succession the changes in plant
cover are usually more rapid than
changes in soil. It has been suggested (Parker, 1952) that in order
to be more specific about the meaning of “range condition” and to
secure greater uniformity
in its
appraisal two expressions be employed, namely, forage or vegetation
condition and soil condition.
FACTORS RELATING TO
VEGETATION CONDITION
Density
Density as recognized by most
range managers and ecologists refers
to the percentage of ground surface
covered by vegetation as measured
or estimated for the crown spread
or basal area of plants. Density
may also be considered as an
expression of the number of individual plants per unit area according to Hanson (1950).
As used in the area1 sense “density” values will vary between
individuals making the estimates
or measurements. Ocular estimates
are inexact and measurement by
the paced transect (Parker 1951),
line intercept
(Canfield 1941) or
the recently-developed loop methods
(Parker 1951) is preferred, especially
for purposes of making a factual
record. Density values will also
vary with the methodology
involved. For example, the density
value obtained by either the charted
quadrat or the line intercept method
would usually be not more than a
tenth that estimated by ocular
means on the same area. In the
exact sense “true” density is a
misnomer. The term “density in-

dex” is more specific and allows
for further qualification such as
“quadrat-density index.”
In perennial grasses the basal
area is a more reliable indicator of
change in density than the crown
spread because basal areas are not
appreciably affected by differences
in seasonal growth stage and current
grazing use. On the other hand
measurement of the crown spread
of perennial shrubs, excluding current seasonal twig growth, is best
for a record of trend because the
basal portion of the stem is subject
to change in one direction onlyincreased size. Crown spread is also
a more sensitive index to plant
vigor.
Density index for the plant cover
has been used as a factor in delineating
condition
classes.
For
example, Reid and Pickford (1946)
in mountain meadow range of Eastern Oregon found sharp differences .
in density between condition classes,
grading downward from the good
to very poor condition classes. A
decline in density with condition
was also found in subalpine grassland (Pickford and Reid, 1942).
The total-density
index for all
plant species in some plant communities tells very little as to
condition because the undesirable
species often replace the desirable
forage plants about as rapidly as
the latter die out. This replacement
has been observed by Hanson (1951)
on mountain ranges in Alberta.
The best criterion of density in
such types for designating condition
classes and following trend is the
“forage-density
index” which is
based on the species that disappear
or decline under excessive grazing
use. For example, there was little
difference in the total-density index
between excellent and fair condition
on Montana grassland range, the
density index being 68.0 and 66.0,
respectively. On the other hand,
the difference was sharp when
compared on a forage-density
index
basis-index
readings being 56.4
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and 23.7, respectively. Hence the
forage-density index is a measure
of the quantity or abundance of
the species which should be maintained or increased by management.
Composition of Vegetation
Composition
of vegetation
is
the proportion and relative abundance of the various species of
plants in the vegetational
cover.
In most
plant
communities
a
periodic record of composition is
the best indicator of longtime trends
in vegetation as well as the most
important criterion for classifying
condition. Floristic composition is
the principal means of describing
successional stages which are the
basis for condition classes. Composition dat,a are a means of expressing
quality of the range. The individual
plant species which constitute range
in excellent condition have been
screened by the factors of the
environment and by resistance to
grazing. The presence or absence,
the rate of growth and the aggressiveness
in establishment
of
plants are all the result of such
environmental influences as climate,
soil, grazing use and competition
from other plant species. Sampson
(1917) many years ago concluded
that if the successional stages of
the conspicuous species are known
and their increment from year to
year determined the examiner is
in a position to declare definitely
whether the range is improving.
For the proper interpretation of
the effects of grazing use the vegetational composition must be classified into significant
groups. In
Colorado, Hanson et al.
(1931)
observed that grouping plants on
the basis of grazing value for
cattle into three classes-desirable,
and immaterial--faundesirable,
cilitated the comparison of effects
of different systems of grazing.
More recently Smith
(1940)
in
central Oklahoma grouped species
in accordance with the degree of
range deterioration and recognized
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four groups under moderate grazing:
(1) species forced out or greatly
decreased in abundance, (2) species
which increase, (3) species which
invade and (4) species which are
more or less unaffected. Similarly,
Weaver
and Hansen
(1941)
in
Nebraska
classified
grasses and
forbs according to the manner in
which they respond to grazing:
(1) those which decrease, (2) those
which increase and (3) those which
invade (one the whole these are
“not a component of the true
prairie”).
Dyksterhuis
(1949) devised an
ecological classification
of species
also based on response to grazing:
(1) decreasers, (2) increasers and
“Decreasers”
and
(3) invaders.
“increasers” are considered species
of undisturbed and relatively stable
climax
plant
communities
or
whereas the “invaders” are nonspecies
characteristic
of
climax
disturbed areas. This classification
is now in wide use by the Soil
Conservation Service. Weaver and
Tomanek (1951) used this segregation in designating condition classes
of Nebraska range.
The Forest Service has adopted
(Parker 1951) a similar procedure
wherein a plant species is listed
within one of three groups: (1)
desirable, (2) intermediate and (3)
undesirable (now designated “least
desirable”). Although these group
designations appear to be utilitarian
in nature, placement of a species
reflects its place in succession within
the plant community. In general,
the desirable species are those which
were dominant under climax or at
least sub-climax
conditions,
are
usually good forage plants and with
few exceptions have deep fibrous
roots which facilitate infiltration of
precipitation and resist soil movement. This group also would include
most of the introduced species of
grasses that are used in range reseeding. The least-desirable
group
generally
includes
plants which
are noxious or low value as forage,
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which are shallow- or tap-rooted or
otherwise poorly adapted to holding
the soil in place. Such species are
usually low in the scale of plant
succession. The intermediate group
includes species between these two
extremes and also species whose
place in succession is not definitely
known. The desirable species are
maintained under proper grazing
use. Under excessive utilization
the desirable species decrease and
the least desirable species often
invade or increase in abundance.
Individual
species in the intermediate group may decrease
or
increase or remain largely static
under grazing. In general they are
the first to replace the undesirable
species when condition is poor or
very poor but improving. In many
range types they also are generally
the first to replace the desirable
whenever range in good condition
is deteriorating.
Composition expressed as relative abundance should be used with
caution in observing magnitude of
change. For example, the actual
basal cover of blue grama might
change very little within a IO-year
period, but may show a marked
change on a percentage composition
basis because of an increase or
decrease of other species. Improvement in this instance would be
evaluated by the nature of plants
with respect to their place in sucthe
cession. In other instances
relative abundance of one species
may change in the opposite direction
to that of an apparently ecologically
equivalent species.
Vigor
The current status of vigor is
frequently important in condition
classification. Generally vigor is a
reflection of the degree and intensity
of past grazing use and competition
for moisture from other plants.
If a plant is thrifty and robust,
and responds readily to favorable
growing conditions, it is said to be
in good vigor; and if otherwise, it is
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considered as poor. Commonly-used
criteria that have been employed
to judge the vigor of forage grasses
include:
the
average maximum
height of seed stalks, the number of
seed stalks per plant and the
presence of dead centers or segments
of bunchgrasses. The effects
of
grazing on vigor are also reflected
in the root system as demonstrated
by Weaver and Darland (1947).
Changes in vigor of the desirable
forage species are important criteria
to follow in measuring
trend.
Changes in vigor are usually the
forewarning
of later events
to
come, whether this be improvement
or deterioration.
Principal objections which have
been given for the use of vigor,as an
indicator
of either condition or
trend are: (1) vigor is obscured by
the effects of current weather,
(2) vigor is difficult to describe or
measure, (3) widely-spaced climax
perennials may in some instances
become more robust on deteriorated
sites (especially if the range is
rested) than in the original climax
condition. The first two objections
are believed to have been met for
perennial grasses by the recent
methodology
developed
by
the
Forest Service (Parker, 1951). By
this method yearly guides to optimum leaf- or stem-length prepared
during or after the growth season
for the key indicator species eliminate the effect of current weather
and provide a tangible base for
measurement and comparison. The
third criticism is not serious-it
is
the very thing that we wish to see
happen in management of range in
unsatisfactory condition. A change
in grazing pressure is first reflected
in vigor and later by changes in
density, composition and soil stability. Vigor is thus indicative of
short-time trends.
FACTORS RELATING
SOIL CONDITION

TO
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centered around several factors;
fertility,
infiltration
and waterholding capacity, litter, and soil
stability. Fertility and water-holding characteristics
are important,
but impractical
for the
range
manager to easily measure in the
field by present known methods.
Differences in texture and organic
content can of course be observed
where they are obvious as between
sand, loam, and clay. Litter and
soil stability are of especial importance because of their direct
influence on other factors, vegetation as well as soil. Litter and stability are also subject to ready
measurement and observation. As
pointed out by Sampson (1952)
soil stability is of primary importance in classifying range condition
per se. In following trend it is of
equal import but changes in soil
stability are not concurrent immediately with change in vegetation
condition. For example, replacement of perennial grasses by a
dense stand of annuals may forestall
accelerated erosion although it is
more commonplace for the reverse
to happen. An improving plant
cover on a deteriorated range results in lessened erosion and hence
improvement, but erosion may still
be accelerated and the condition
unsatisfactory.
Only through continued improvement of the plant
cover can accelerated erosion be
finally arrested.
Litter
Aside from living plants, the
amount of litter or mulch, or dead
vegetative matter has important
influences. These are mainly through
its reduction of evaporation,
its
effect on the penetration of rain
water (Johnson, 1940), its retardation of surface runoff and prevention of raindrop-splash
erosion.
Dead organic matter also is important in the maintenance of soil
structure. Humus and organic acids
aid in the beneficial aggregation of
soil particles (Bennett and Chap-

line, 1928) and in the liberation of
mineral plant nutrients.
The rate of accumulation
of
forage-plant litter is influenced by
the degree of utilization, climate
and periodicity of fires. According
to Weaver (1950) it also varies
with the plant species.
Measurements
of the coverage
and depth of litter are important
in following trend. Amount
of
coverage between living plants is
the more important criterion because litter 34 inch deep is nearly
as effective in its beneficial effect
as deeper
on infiltration
rates
amounts. Coverage may be measured as by the loop method (Parker,
1951) and depth is subject to direct
measurement
or observation
by
depth classes. Weight is another
means of expressing the quantity
of litter, but extreme care is required to separate the dead vegetative matter from soil particles and
additional time and effort is needed
to determine the moisture content.
Soil Stability

Accelerated
erosion is loss of
soil at a rate greater than normally
occurs under present conditions of
climate and other environmental
factors. It is initiated either directly
or indirectly by the influence of
man and soil formation and is
generally characterized by one or
more of the following happenings :
Loose stones, rock, or gravel
cover the surface forming an
erosional pavement. (A comon desert
mon occurrence
areas).
Rock
fragments
raised on
pedestals. Vegetation growing
on stools or conversely covered
by soil and debris. (Pedestals
may be a deceiving indicator
of soil loss when frost heaving
is common).
3. Drifting soil, blow sand, and
dunes.
4. Recent gullies, including channels and rills which have cut
through the upper soil horizon_
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erosion-the
removal
5. Sheet
of soil in thin sheets, the least
and most
inconspicuous
sidious type of erosion.
These are the earmarks of accelerated erosion. Their measurement
by present-known
field methods
has been inexact and unsatisfactory.
Their use as an indicator of trend,
particularly in attempting to c’orrelate present erosion with present
grazing use is especially difficult.
For example, in the most advanced
stages of sheet erosion, wherever a
complete erosion pavement has been
formed, current soil loss may be
small. However, as pointed out by
Talbot (1937) in general, a distinct
increase in numbers of recent gullies
certainly indicates a “slipping range”
and failure of vegetation to reclaim
small gullies resulting from past
abuse is a sign that recuperation
has not begun. Kellogg (1948) concluded that some of the least
conspicuous erosion such as destruction of soil structure as by
trampling, is often the most harmful, and that adequate criteria for
recognizing accelerated erosion in
the field have as yet to be developed.
Although the spectacular forms
of erosion such as rills and gullies
are difficult
to measure,
t,heir
general progress can be recorded by
periodic photographs taken from a
fixed point. An index to the less
conspicuous types of erosion can
be obtained by observing periodically the changes in the “erosion
hazard.” The erosion hazard of any
soil decreases as the amount of
(Packer
ground cover increases
1951). Ground cover may be provided by various kinds of plants,
as well as litter, erosional pavement
These may
provide
and rock.
protection of soil from raindropsplash erosion. Each of these items
can be measured so that their sum
total represents the degree of soil
protection.
A convenient
scale,
developed by Reid and Love (1950)
and applicable to the Roosevelt
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National Forest in Colorado is as
follows :
O-7 percent bare soil = no erosion
haiard
8-24 percent bare soil = slight
erosion hazard
25-50 percent bare soil = moderate
erosion hazard
51+ percent bare soil = severe
erosion hazard
It is not known how widely this
scale is applicable, because of the
wide difference between vegetation
zones as to climate and also as to
erodibility of different soils. However, the principle merits Ividespread adoption.
Summary
A fund of knowledge useful to
range managers is available from
the science of plant ecology. Use of
this knowledge in answering range
problems began well over a halfcentury ago and has been consistently drawn upon throughout the
intervening years. Ecologic knowledge has been especially helpful
in placing range condition classification on a sound natural basis. Range
condition classes are a practical
means of recognizing the major
successional stages of broad plant
communities as influenced by grazing use. Likewise ecologic knowledge
has been useful to the range manager in the estimation of trend and
in the determination of satisfactory
management practices.
The most reliable criteria
for
the development of standards for
classifying condition of vegetation
are: (1) density index of plant or
forage cover ; (2) composition of
vegetation as to species, grouped
in accordance with their reaction
to grazing use; and (3) vigor of the
desirable forage species. Soil condition factors most important and
suitable for measurement or estimation are : (1) amount of litter
coverage; (2) current erosion; and
(3) stability as indicated by amount
of living and dead cover.
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Range Management on the g Ranch
near Carlsbad, New Mexico
E. 0. MOORE, JR.
Manager,

g Ranch,

The development of a program of
range management on a Southwestern
ranch is described by the manager
and part-owner. The discussion was
presented at the April 1953 meeting
of the New Mexico Section.
The u Ranch is located at an
elevation of 3,400 feet in the extreme southeast portion of New
Mexico, about 35 miles southeast of
Carlsbad. Longtime average rainfall
for the region is 13.5 inches. Since
1941, however, the maximum yearly
rainfall recorded has been 11.2
inches. About two-thirds of the
total ranch area is variably sandy,
ranging from a light sand condition
to small pockets of deep blow sand.
The sandy area is well covered with
grasses, shinnery and sand sagebrush. Black grama and several
kinds of aristida grasses predominate on the sandy lands wilh a
scattering of blue grama and little
bluestem. Hard land areas of the
ranch are characterized principally
by
black
grama.
Substantial
amounts of forage are provided
by annual plants, principally weeds
of various kinds. These annuals
require frequent showers to provide
much feed. Mesquite is a considerof
able problem. The infestation
mesquite is increasing slowly and
some work will need to be done when
methods have been proven effective

Box 902, Carlsbad,

New Mexico

and the cost of control has been
reduced.
The ranch has been under the
present ownership and management
since May, 1946. During the first
year it was operated as a cow and
yearling
combination,
the
next
three years as a straight calf and
yearling growing ranch, and the
past two and one-half years as a
cow and calf ranch with yearlings
held or purchased to utilize any excess forage production.
Wells are generally from 450 to
750 feet deep, the one exception
being the well at the headquarters
which is only 70 feet in depth. At
the time the ranch was acquired by
the present ownership there were
three permanent
waterings
and
three cross fences on the ranch.
Six permanent water facilities are
now available and the ranch has
been divided into nine pastures
and two holding traps.
A mixture of cottonseed meal,
salt and mineral of our own specifications is the principal feeding
supplement.
This supplement
is
used when necessary in winter or
summer.
Our Management Program
There are two reasons for range
conservation
and
management
which are equally important; each

23
Ecological
studies in a midwestern
range: The vegetation
and effects
of cattle on its composition
and
distribution.
Neb. Cons. Bul. 31.

81 PP.
WOOTON, E. 0.
1908. The range problem in New Mexico.
New Mex.
Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul. 66. 46 pp.

of the reasons must be tempered
with consideration for the importance of the other. The first of these
reasons is to conserve the facilities
for forage production. Forage production comes primarily from native
plants which are slow to reestablish
themselves if abused out of existence. Range conservation and management also provides a better and
more dependable income for the
owner. Both of these objectives can
be accomplished by good management that leans neither too far to
sole consideration of grass nor to
sole consideration
of immediate
profit.
Rotation and deferment practices
were made necessary by the nature
of our forage. During the bud and
early leaf stage of its growth our
shinnery is poisonous to cattle and
we are forced to confine all cattle in
pastures free of any shinnery. This
period lasts from 30 to 60 days
depending on the season and so it is
necessary for these pastures to
carry a considerable number of
cattle for a relatively short time.
We always saved these pastures all
year except for the shinnery time
and found that rest during the
growing season and heavy use for a
short period contributed to good
growth and uniform use.
Our program of range management has fallen into several separate
steps. The first of these was development of water, distributed over the
ranch in such a way that all of the
ranch was within practical limits of
travel to water.
The second step consisted of
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for forage production. Forage production comes primarily from native
plants which are slow to reestablish
themselves if abused out of existence. Range conservation and management also provides a better and
more dependable income for the
owner. Both of these objectives can
be accomplished by good management that leans neither too far to
sole consideration of grass nor to
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of immediate
profit.
Rotation and deferment practices
were made necessary by the nature
of our forage. During the bud and
early leaf stage of its growth our
shinnery is poisonous to cattle and
we are forced to confine all cattle in
pastures free of any shinnery. This
period lasts from 30 to 60 days
depending on the season and so it is
necessary for these pastures to
carry a considerable number of
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We always saved these pastures all
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steps. The first of these was development of water, distributed over the
ranch in such a way that all of the
ranch was within practical limits of
travel to water.
The second step consisted of
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cross-fencing the ranch. Due consideration was given to the size of
pastures so that they would not be
so small as to be impractical nor so
large that they could not be watched
and worked with relative
ease.
With two exceptions all the pastures
on the ranch have two or more permanent watering places and all the
watering places serve two or more
pastures without exception. Consideration was also given to terrain
and types of forage to make uniform
use more effective.
The third practice was deferment
of pastures. During the first year
one-fourth of the ranch was deferred
throughout the growing season and
was not grazed until the growing
season of the next year. The growing season is generally considered
as the months of July, August and
September. By this time enough
forage had been produced on the
deferred area to support all the
cattle on the ranch for the second
growing season so that three-fourths
of the ranch was allowed to rest
during those same three months
the second year. It is a little hard to
believe such a plan is possible without trying it. However, it is reasonable to assume that the effects of all
the cattle on one-fourth of the
ranch for one-fourth of the year
would not differ much from all the
effects of cattle on the entire ranch
throughout the year. A different
portion of the ranch should be set
aside each year for the three-month
period of concentrated use during
the growing season. We have found
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that this heavy stocking for a short
period has some benefits of its own.
Heavy stocking causes the cattle to
eat all the forage in the pasture
uniformly, the less palatable grasses
right along with the better ones.
Short periods of heavy use keep the
stock from going from place to
place and constantly nipping the
fresher and tastier grasses, giving
them undue competition while the
less desirable forage is left to grow
unmolested. Stock will not make as
good gains when concentrated on a
small area for the growing season as
if allowed full use of the range, but
we feel that the benefit to the range
is greater than the loss to the stock.
This is one of the concessions that
must be made to good, far-sighted
range management.
Grass,
like
domestic plants, needs an occasional period in which it is allowed
to follow its natural cycle of development from beginning of growth to
the mature seed without competition in order to maintain the vigor
of the plant and root. Contrary to
the belief of some, the root system
of a grass plant is not increased by
constant use of the plant above the
ground. The vigor of the root system
is directly proportionate
to the
vigor and growth of the topgrowth.
The fourth step has consisted of
an annual estimate of the forage
production and of the grazing period
provided without the necessity of
additional feed. Reserves of usable
forage are a rancher’s bank account,
his life insurance, his security for
credit. In fact, reserves are what
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keep him in business when the
going gets tough on account of the
frequent drought periods common to
this part of the country. Estimates
are more easily and accurately made
on pastures that have been grazed
uniformly than on those which
have not.
Balanced stocking is the fifth
step in our management program.
We feel that the best way is to make
our cow herd, our permanent inventory, small enough to be well
fed in any but extreme drought
periods which extend through more
than one or two years.
In normal or near-normal years
the yearling cattle will be held over
to use the forage not used by the
cow herd. In exceptionally
good
years additional yearlings, or stock
of some kind, will be bought or
pastured to use any excess forage.
The necessity for maintaining
a
safe reserve should always be kept
in mind.
In 1951 we had 4.2 inches of
precipitation at the ranch and in
1952 we had 4.5 inches as compared
to a long-time average of 13.5
inches. Even under these severe
conditions we have maintained our
permanent inventory intact with a
minimum of supplemental feed, and
the stock is in good condition. We
believe that 75 % of the rated
carrying capacity of the ranch is
about the maximum safe permanent
inventory with excess forage production being used by the flexible inventory.
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Stimulation of Native Annual Clovers
Through Application of Sulfur on
California Foothill Range
J. R. BENTLEY AND L. R. GREEN
Range Conserva,tionists, California Forest and Range Experiment Station,’ U. S. Forest Service, Berkeley, California
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use of fertilizers to stimulate growth of legumes and
thus build up soil fertility-long
accepted
as a sound grassland
being studied intenpractice-is
sively on California foothill ranges.
Most of the studies involve use of
annual
legumes
winter-growing
which are particularly well adapted
to the mild, rainy winters and hot,
dry summers. Considerable progress
has been made in developing fertilizer practices to increase production of these annuals, including
both introduced and native species.
Introduced annuals, such as the
widely naturalized bur-clover (-Wedicago hispida) and the more recently
introduced rose clover (Trifolium
hirtum),
subterranean
clover (T.
subterraneum),
and crimson clover
(T. incarnatum)
have proved to
be very valuable
for grassland
improvement (Love, 1952 and Love
and Sumner,
1952). The native
annuals also have an important
place in an improvement program
on foothill range. Most areas contain several native legumes growing
on sites where they are well adapted.
Growth of certain species, particularly the clovers, can be increased
greatly
through
fertilization
to
correct mineral deficiencies in the
soils. The use of sulfur-bearing fertilizers to stimulate native clbvers
on sandy loam soils has been demonstrated at the San Joaquin Experimental Range.
The forage on this Experimental
Range is a typical mixture of many
HE

1Maintained by the Forest Service, U.
S. Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with the University of California at
Berkeley.

native and naturalized annual plants
(Bentley and Talbot, 1951). Legumes make up some 2 to 15 percent
of the total herbage on most of the
unfertilized range, the amount depending upon weather conditions
of the year. Most of this production
is from native clovers; the introduced bur-clover occurs but sparingly. Since 1941 a series of plot
studies has been conducted using
fertilizers containing nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, or combinations of
these elements on various sites to
determine
the conditions
under
which each produced definite response in plant growth. Observations from these studies are summarized here, together with 4 years
measurement of herbage production
on a set of plots treated in 1949
with several
sulfur-bearing
fertilizers.
Response

to Sulfur Fertilization

A deficiency of sulfur in the foothill range soils of granitic origin
was indicated by the first tests
started in 1941. On the plots where
soil sulfur had been applied and on
the plots receiving single superphosphate,
a carrier
of sulfur,
growth of legumes was much greater
than on plots which did not receive
these fertilizers.
In
subsequent
exploratory trials an increase in
legume production from application
of sulfur-bearing
fertilizers
was
observed on all kinds of sites on
the Experimental Range, including
the residual soils on slopes and the
secondary soils in the swales. The
residual soil is Vista sandy loam,
usually between 1 and 2 feet deep,
although depth is quite variable.
25

The most impressive increase in
legume production was at the transition between slopes and swales and
on slope soils with a gentle north
exposure. Apparently, deficiency of
sulfur was less of a limiting factor
in the heavier swale soils, which
have a higher organic matter content.
A deficiency of soil sulfur has
been reported at many other locations on California foothill lands.
In trials conducted between 1940
and 1943, Conrad, Hall and Chaugule (1947) found that bur-clover
responded markedly to sulfur fertilization on an Altamont soil derived from old sedimentary materials. In later tests with the California
Agricultural
Extension
Service,
Conrad (1950) found sulfur responses on several other soils derived from a wide variety of parent
materials.
The response of the annual-plant
range to application of sulfur fertilizers followed fairly closely the
same pattern in all tests. The first
marked response was stimulation
of legume growth, but this response
did not always occur during the
season of application. The year after
stimulation of legumes, production
of grasses as well as legumes increased. The effects on grasses and
legumes held over for a few years
following a single fertilization.
These responses are shown by
the plant yields measured on plots
fertilized in January,
1949. This
test included 10 plots fertilized with
sulfur, gypsum, superphosphate and
two combinations, each application
at the rate of 60 pounds of sulfur
per acre. Six other plots were not
fertilized. Each plot was 10 x 200
feet in size and was sampled with
10 quadrats, 1 square foot in size,
located along the center line of the
plot. The ungrazed herbage was
clipped at $$-inch stubble height
when most species were near maturity in May, dried in a greenhouse, and weighed. The weight of
each important species or plant
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group in each quadrat sample was
carefully estimated at the time the
sample was weighed ; certain quadrat
samples were separated and component parts weighed as a check on
the estimates. Mean yields obtained
by this method are essentially the
same as those from complete separation of every quadrat sample. The
plots were grazed by cattle after
all of the forage had dried. Utilization on the fertilized plots was somewhat heavier than on the unfertilized plots.
The design of the experiment and
the intensity of sampling did not
prove adequate for certain comparisons of different sulfur fertilizers, but consistent differences were
obtained
between fertilized
and
unfertilized plots. There were, however, indications that the magnitude of the differences was reduced
by lateral movement of plant nutrients from fertilized to unfertilized plots.
First-Season Response is Often Poor
A very limited effect from application of sulfur was noted during the
first season on the plots fertilized
1949 (Table 1). A
in January,
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slight stimulation of legumes occurred by April, but at plant maturity there was no observable
effect of sulfur fertilization.
The
average yield and composition of
herbage from the fertilized plots
was similar to that from unfertilized plots. The insignificant effect of fertilization was attributed
to a prolonged spring drought and
low total rainfall of that season.
This poor first-season response is
typical of results from other plots
that were established in seasons of
low total precipitation. Growth of
legumes was limited by periods of
drought or cold weather during the
growing season or by early drying
of the vegetation. A poor stand of
legumes also can limit the first-year
effects of sulfur fertilization. Where
the stand of native legumes on the
Experimental
Range
had
been
thinned by cultivation in preparing
a seedbed for introduced species,
sulfur fertilization had little visible
effect on plant growth until the
stand of legumes had thickened.
Initial Response is in Legumes
On the plots fertilized in January
1949, the first marked effects of

Table 1. Average herbage production during each of four years for 10 plots
fertilized in January, 1949* and for 6 unfertilized plots
I
I
I

Year and Plot
Treatment

Grass

Filaree

Clover

Other
Legumes

Poundsper acre, air

1949
Fertilized
Unfertilized
Difference
1950
Fertilized
Unfertilized
Difference
1951
Fertilized
Unfertilized
Difference
1952
Fertilized
Unfertilized
Difference

Misc. Forbs

Total

-

dry

870
54

634
681
-47

48
26
22

37
34
3

28
37
-9

1671
1648
23

1748
1642
106

740
1080
- 340

1694
386
1308

143
274
-131

128
148
-20

4453
3530
923

4545
3804
741

214
302
-88

495
277
218

18
24
-6

84
47
37

5356
4454
902

3389
3058
331

201
412
-211

1414
583
831

75
173
-98

410
311
99

5489
4537
952

924

-

-

-

* The fertilizer treatments consisted of two replications of soil sulfur, gypsum,
superphosphate, gypsum-sulfur mixture, and superphosphate-sulfur mixture, each
at the rate of 60 pounds sulfur per acre.

fertilization were recorded during
1950. Clovers were noticeably stimulated during the entire spring of
1950 on the plots receiving sulfur
in any of the various fertilizer combinations that were used. At plant
maturity the contrast in growth of
clover was very distinct at most
boundaries between treated and
untreated plots. The yield of clovers,
mainly littlehead clover (T. microcephalum) but including tree clover
(T. ciliutum) averaged 1,308 pounds
per acre greater on the 10 fertilized
plots than on the 6 unfertilized
plots (Table 1). Because of a decrease in filaree and some other
species on the fertilized plots, the
average increase in total herbage
production was 923 pounds per
acre-4,453
pounds per acre dry
weight on fertilized plots compared
to 3,530 pounds on untreated plots.
Marked stimulation of legumes
the second year after application of
sulfur fertilizers was also recorded
in earlier tests. For example, on a
gypsum plot and a superphosphate
plot first fertilized in February 1944,
response was barely apparent in
1944, but very impressive in 1945
(Bentley,
1946). Clipped samples
showed that the increase in dr,y
herbage yield over an adjacent
untreated plot was about 1,300
pounds from gypsum, and about
1,000 pounds per acre from superphosphate. The increases were estimated to be almost entirely in
legumes, mainly littlehead clover.
The addition of sulfur as an
essential element in plant nutrition
appears to be the major reason for
the stimulation of legumes, which
of
require appreciable quantities
sulfur. Several workers have reported the importance of adding
sulfur on deficient soils to promote
growth of legumes; the sulfur serves
to increase production of amino
acids and total protein in the leggumes (Nightingale, et al., 1932;
Eaton, 1941; Thomas, et al., 1950;
1949;
Anderson
and
Spencer,
Cracker, 1945; and Tisdale, et al.,
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1950). The darker color of legumes
on fertilized plots (Conrad, 1950)
indicates an effect of sulfur on chlorophyll formation (Powers, 1930).
Second

Response

is in Grasses

On
the fertilized plots where
heavy production of clover was
obtained in 1950, growth of grass
in 1951 was 741 pounds per acre
greater than on unfertilized plots
(Table 1). The contrast in growth
of grass at the boundaries between
fertilized and unfertilized plots was
not impressive. For one reason, in
1951 grass grew well on both fertilized and unfertilized plots as a
result of unusually favorable fall
and winter weather. Also, there appeared to be some lateral movement
of nitrates across portions of the
narrow plots. This movement erased
sharp contrasts at plot borders and
probably reduced the measured differences in grass production between
plots.
Greater vigor of clovers was very
apparent during April, 1951 on the
fertilized plots, but clovers made
little growth after that date because
of dry spring weather, the average
yield being only 218 pounds greater
than on unfertilized plots. Total
herbage yield was 902 pounds per
acre greater on the fertilized plots,
about the same increase over unfertilized plots as obtained in 1950.
A more striking increase in growth
of grass following heavy clover
production was observed in an earlier test. On gypsum and superphosphate plots, which produced heavy
crops of clover in 1945, there was a
tall growth of soft chess in 1946 (Fig.
1). Clovers were also stimulated in
1946. The increase in total herbage
production was measured as about
1,300 pounds per acre on the gypsum
plot and 800 pounds per acre on the
superphosphate plots, as contrasted
with an adjacent unfertilized plot.
Stimulation of grass production
after heavy growth of clover on plots
fertilized with sulfur has been one
of the most important results from
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the studies. This increase in grass
is clearly a response to increased
soil nitrogen fixed by bacteria on
the roots of the legumes. Root systems were always larger and nodules
were large and abundant on legume
plants during the season of first
marked response to sulfur. During
succeeding seasons the nodules decreased in size and abundance until,
after three or four years, the level
of nodule production was only
slightly above that on unfertilized
legumes. These observations are in
agreement with work of others who
have reported increases in legume
roots and nodules following fertilization with sulfur (Anderson and
Spencer, 1949; Gilbert, 1951; and
Ivanoff, 1948).
The need for additional
soil
nitrogen to increase grass production has been indicated by responses
to nitrogen fertilizer on all sites at
the Experimental Range. This nitrogen deficiency is typical of foothill soils and has been reported on
other areas (Dickey, et al., 1948;
Chapman, et al., 1949). Response
to added nitrogen has been impressive and consistent on some fairly
deep, heavy soils and a program of
nitrogen fertilization has been recommended for some foothill areas
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(Hoglund, et al.,
1952). On the
shallow, light soils at the Experimental Range, studies to date have
been concentrated on the use of
sulfur-bearing fertilizers to build up
soil rmrogen through stimulation
of legumes. Use of nitrogen along
with sulfur fertilizers will be studied
in more detail.
Hold-Over

Response
in
Legumes

Grasses

and

A hold-over response in both
grasses and legumes was obtained
on the fertilized plots during 1952
(Table 1). The production of clovers,
averaging 1,414pounds per acre on
the fertilized plots, was heavier than
expected. Over a larger area fertilized at the same time, the proportion of legumes in the forage during
1952 was much less.
The increase of only 331 pounds
per acre of grass on the fertilized
plots as compared to the unfertilized
plots was less than expected and
was less than the increase which
occurred in 1952 on the larger fertilized area. There was considerable
evidence that the limited contrast
in production of grass on the plots
was caused by lateral seepage of
nitrates from fertilized plots into
portions of the unfertilized plots.
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The narrow plots, while excellent
for observation of the early effects
of sulfur fertilization, are not suited
for long-time comparisons of fertilization practices.
Plant responses for at least three
years from a single application of
sulfur-bearing fertilizers have occurred in all plots where records
were maintained for that length of
time. The proportion of grasses and
legumes during the third year was
not the same on all plots; probably
the proportion will vary from site
to site and from year to year.
Discussion
Application of sulfur fertilizers
has proved to be a positive method
of range improvement for the kind
of range land on the experimental
area. The nature of plant responses
obtained in the plot studies show
that sulfur fertilization
has improved both quality and quantity
of forage (Fig. 2) through stimulation of legume growth. The decrease
in filaree and the slight increase in
“others” on the plots are about the
same as the changes in these species
which have occurred on larger fertilized areas. These plots do show,
however, relatively greater increase
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in legumes and less increase in
grass and total forage production
than on larger fertilized areas.
Fertilization has brought about
a greater improvement
in the
natural forage cover than that obtained by any grazing management
practice. Increase in legumes at the
expense of broadleaf filarees (Erodium botrys and E. botrys f. montanum) is considered an upward
step in condition class on annualplant range.
The improvement in forage quality has been indicated by the preference of cattle for forage on plots
where sulfur has been applied as soil
sulfur, gypsum or superphosphate.
The preference has been very apparent during the summer when
cattle have grazed the dry forage on
fertilized plots to the ground before
grazing materially on unfertilized
forage. More clovers, which are the
best of the native forage plants, and
greater palatability
of the forage
would indicate
livestock
should
make better gains on fertilized
range. And the greater total yields
of forage will result in greater grazing capacity.
Sulfur-bearing
fertilizers
have
produced definite responses in forage

2,800

1

FIGURE 2. Change in composition
and yield of forage after application
of sulfur
fertilizers.
Based on yields for four years on 10 plots fertilized in January 1949, compared with yields from 6 unfertilized
plots.

growth at the Experimental Range
when applied at rates equivalent to
10 to 120 pounds of sulfur per
acre. The response was not very
apparent and was not uniform on
plots where fertilizers were applied
at only 10 pounds of sulfur, but
was usually quite apparent where
the fertilizers contained 20 pounds
of sulfur per acre. Better initial
response and greater
hold-over
effects were observed, however, from
fertilizers applied at heavier rates.
Fertilization
at a rate equivalent
to 60 pounds of sulfur per acre,
applied every three years, has consistently increased forage growth.
Either gypsum at approximately
350 pounds per acre or soil sulfur
at approximately
60 pounds per
acre, applied at three-year intervals.
can be recommended for trial until
better
practices
have been developed. A single application
of
either costs about $2.50 to $4.00
per acre for the fertilizer and spreading. Extensive use of these fertilizers should not be made on a
range until tests have shown that
sulfur is deficient. Results for four
years on the plots fertilized in 1949
(Fig. 3) indicate that either gypsum
or soil sulfur will produce increased
forage at a low cost of about $3.00
per ton. Replication and sampling
was not adequate to determine
whether there was significant difference between the returns from
these two fertilizers. Comparison of
the returns from gypsum and soil
sulfur will be continued.
Addition of elements other than
sulfur may prove to be beneficial
on some sites. For example, legumes
responded to application of phosphorus on swale soils. Single superphosphate, to supply both phoscan
be
phorus
and
sulfur,
recommended for swales. On slope
soils, which make up most of the
added to
area, treblephosphate
gypsum showed no advantage over
gypsum alone, even though application of single superphosphate consistently has given greater observa-
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FIGURE 3. Cost per ton of increased forage production
from different fertilizer
treatments,
each containing an equivalent of 60 pounds sulfur per acre. Based on
four-year yields from 2 plots in each treatment compared with yields from adjoining
unfertilized plots.

able effect than has an equivalent
amount of sulfur in gypsum or soil
sulfur. Because of the higher price
of superphosphate,
however, the
increased forage yields have always
cost more than have increases obtained with soil sulfur or gypsum.
That forage yields can be maintained at a consistently higher level
on fertilized range is suggestled by
results on the plots fertilized in
1949, where total herbage production was increased 900 pounds in
each of three successive
years.
Observations in other tests, however, indicate that the effects of
fertilization may vary on shallow,
sandy loam soils if unfavorable
years are encountered. For example,
the returns from fertilization were
very limited during two dry years,
1948 and 1949, which followed two
other years of low precipitation.
There is some question as to whether
stimulation
of forage growth by
fertilization in favorable years will
make more variable an already
fluctuating forage crop.
studies on larger
Cooperative
grazed areas have been started with
the University of California to learn
more about the practical problems

of utilizing the increased natural
forage obtained by sulfur fertilization on foothill ranges. Studies will
be continued to determine the sites
where additional practical benefits
can be obtained from establishment
of introduced legumes along with
the natives.
Summary
The use of commercial fertilizers
to improve California foothill ranges
has been studied on plots at the
San Joaquin Experimental
Range
since 1941. Stimulation of native
clovers through application of sulfur-bearing fertilizers has proved to
be a positive method of improving
the annual-plant forage on the soils
of granitic origin.
The response to sulfur fertilization was delayed for one season if
the weather was unfavorable for
legume growth during the year of
application. Stimulation of legumes,
particularly native annual clovers,
was the first marked response to
fertilizers
containing
sulfur. Increased production of both grasses
and clovers occurred during the
year after heavy legume growth, and
there was a hold-over response in
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these plants during the third year.
Improvement in both quality and
quantity of forage as a result of
increasing legume production has
been very striking.
Fertilization at three-year intervals is now being tested on larger
range areas, with each application at
a rate equivalent to 60 pounds
sulfur per acre. Either gypsum or
soil sulfur is used on slope soils, at
a cost of $2.50 to $4.00 per acre for
a single application. Single superphosphate, a more expensive fertilizer, is recommended for swale
soils where plot studies have indicated a deficiency of phosphorus as
well as sulfur.
The problems involved in utilizing
the improved forage are being
studied on grazed range to learn
more about practical operation in
dry years as well as in favorable
seasons.
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MID-CENTURY
The Nation’s range lands formed
an important topic of discussion at
the Mid-Century
Conference
on
Resources for the Future held in
Washington, D. C., December 2-4,
1953.
The conference, attended by 1,472
representatives from industry, labor,
social and physical sciences, farm
and conservation organizations, officials of local, state and federal
governments, and foreign observers,
was financed by a grant from the
Ford Foundation.
The purpose of the Conference,
which was greeted by President
Eisenhower, was to permit free discussion of issues and for compilation
of facts and opinions on which public
and private agencies and groups
might chart their plans and policies.
The Conference reached no conclusion-there
were no resolutions
and no votes.
In order to facilitate effective
consideration and group discussion,
the Conference was divided into
eight major sections on the subjects
of: (1) Competing Demands for Use
of the Land; (2) Utilization and Development of Land Resources; (3)
Water Resource Problems; (4) Do-
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mestic Problems of Non-Fuel Minerals; (5) Energy Resource Problems; (6) U. S. Concern with World
Resources ; (7) Resources Research ;
and (8) Patterns of Cooperation,
i.e., the interrelationships of citizens,
organizations and governments at
all levels. Topics discussed in Section
1 and especially in Section 2 are of
greatest interest to range management people.
Two major speeches were made on
the subject “The Public LandsWho Should Control Them?” One
advocated firm federal control, by
Judge Robert W. Sawyer of Bend,
Oregon, the other urged greater
assurance to permittees
of continuity of grazing use, by Representative Wesley A. D’Ewart of Montana.
In the open discussions, agreement
was found that the present public
ownership of range lands is the most
desirable arrangement for upbuilding and protection. There was also
agreement that all federal activities
relating to federal lands not in
specialized use should be combined
into a single agency in order to
provide more -effective and efficient
administration.
Aspects of range resources touched

upon in the discussions included:
the history of their use; importance
for the production of livestock and
wildlife ; watershed,
timber
and
recreation values; past, present and
possible future trends in condition;
possibilities
for
improvement
through
management,
reseeding,
noxious plant control and fertilization; and research needs. Fred G.
Renner, former President of the
American Society of Range Management, voiced the opinion that “the
759 million acres of private and
publicly-owned ranges in the 17
Western States can still be improved
from 150 to 300 per cent.” Dr. A.
W. Sampson and Dr. Harold G.
Wilm served as steering committee
members. C. L. Forsling, former
Director of the Bureau of Land
Management, discussed policies of
the various land management agencies. Other Range Society members
presenting
papers
or otherwise
participating were: Dr. H. C. Hanson, C. J. Olsen, M. L. Baker,
Edward P. Cliff, W. L. Dutton,
E. J. Dyksterhuis, C. R. Gutermuth
and R. M. Salter.-Kenneth
W.
Parker, U. S. Forest Service, Washington, D. C.

The Johnston Chain Drag for Clearing
Brush from Range Land

T

of Bcres of range
H”“SAh-Lx
lands in the Hawaiian
Islands
are now in poor condition and have
been
reinvaded
by brush.
This
brush is of two kinds: native and
exotic. The native
brush is aalii
(Dodonea viscosa), puakea\ve
(Sfyphelia
douglasii),
and ohia lehua
(Metrosideros
collina).
Ohia lrhua
often becomes a small tree. These
woody species are found on about
60 percent
of the brushy
range
lands
(Figures
1 and 2.) Other

The drags are made from used
anchor chains. They are fastened
to an “H” beam in two or three
loops. A 3-100~ chain drag is shown
in Figure 3. Each link weighs about
80 pounds. The total weight of t,he
drag ranges from 3 to 8 tons, depending on the number of loops and
the number
of links in each loop.
Anchor rhains are also used to make

mountain
pili (Panicurn
tenuifolium), Dallis grass (Paspalum
&latatum) and Kikuyu
(Penn&urn
ekmdestinum). These grasses make
little
growth
on brush-invaded
ranges.

Allan Johnston,
manager
of the
Ka~apala
Ranch on the island of
Hawaii, developed a chain drag for
clearing brush-invaded
ranges. He
has heen clearing the brush from
18,000 a(.res of the 54,000.arr~
ranch at, the rate of about 4,000

the hitrh. The sizes of three rhain
drags, t,heir weights and the power
required to operate them are shown
in Table 1.
The drag rorks
best when a
“I;” clamp is used to fasten
the
chains to the “IT” heam spreader
bar so that, the bar rides on the
links. The links then act as skids
and
the drag
works
smoother,
espwially on rorky land.
The hitch should be connected
rontiln~ously
to tither
the inner
l”op or the middle loop of the drag.
This provision
allow t,he spreader

acres per year at a rest of as lit,tle
as $5.00 per arre.
Johnst,“n
first. begau dcvrloping
t,hr chain drag i” 1945. The drag
has been pwfcrted
so that it cau
be adapted to thr kind and size of
the brush, t,he nature of the terrain and the size of the tractor. It
is esprcinllg suited to use on rough,
rocky land because it is flexible.
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The equipment has handled brush
up to 4 inches in diameter.
The
chain drag smooths
the
ground and leaves the residues on
the surface for erosion rontrol. A
typical
joh of clearing and the
sredhed resulting from it are shown
in Figure 4. A broadcast, seeder has
heen developed for mounting on the
rear of the tractor. The chain drag
rovers the seed hut does not hury
it too deeply.
Chain drags have
pensive,

and

not heen ex-

maintenance

rests

have heen low. .2 G-ton drag with
a total of 150 links of us~tl anchor
rhain has cost about $380 for matrrials.
the

On the rocky

Kapapala

lava soils of

Ranrh

drags have girrn

good

the

chain

serrire

ahout tTi-o years.
bar to pivot, and rlear when one
side is caught on a boulder or tree.
The bar dons not rlcar when the
hitch is vonnerted
to the outer
loop of the drag.
The chain drag has cleared land
and prepared in seedbed in one
operation on rough, rorky areas
where no other method xas practiral. On better lands, the chain
drag has competed favorably with
t,he bulldozer,

brush

rake,

rot,ary

choppers, brush and 1x1:: disks, or
aerial spraying
vi-ith herbi<,ides.

Fart5

I-

Inner loop
hliddle loo,,.
out*r loop.

30 links
24 links
71 links
8” Ihs.
5,92” Ihs.
12” x 10’
4.5” Ihs.
0,3iO Ibs.

Ilitah

Total
Wright per link
Total chain weight..
“H” ham size

“H” hemn wpight,
Total drltg wright

COMING

EVENTS

January 11-13
January 12-14

Southern Weed Conferem?, Memphis, ‘Tennessee
American Nat,irmal Cattlemen’s
Convcnt,ion, Colorado

January 15-24

Springs, Colorado
Sational West,ern Stork Shov, Denver, Colorado

January 26-29
January 29February

7

Seventh Annual Meeting, Ameriran Society of Range
Managcmcnt, Omaha, Sehraska
Southvcstcrn Exposition and Fat Stock Shor, Fort Worth,
Texas

20 links
0 links

for

of southern Arizona to an additional
inch of rainfall in any month. They
Meeting Drought on Southern Arizona
found that threeawn was admirably
adapted for growth in a variable
Rangelands
rainfall pattern; and that Rothrock
HUDSON G. REYNOLDS
and black gramas responded most
Range Conservationist, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Exfavorably
to a dry winter-wet
periment Station l, Fort Collins, Colorado.
summer distribution of rainfall.
Lantow and Flory (1940) prePrevious Work
HE effects of drought are now
sented an excellent evaluation of the
less disastrous
on southern
effects of fluctuating forage producDesert
grasslands,
exemplified
Arizona rangelands than in the
tion upon proper range management
by the Santa Rita Experimental
early days of the livestock industry.
Range, were early recognized as based upon results of earlier workers
Supplemental feeding, irrigated pasand their own observations. Vegedevastating
subject
to
being
tures and improved transportation
droughts. The early statement of tation was reported to fluctuate
facilities have practically eliminated
more than rainfall. This was beThornber (1910) is still appropriate:
starvation
losses. However, some
lieved to be caused by the delayed
Periods of moderately
heavy precipitaof these management practices are
growth response of perennial grass
not geared to proper grazing of tion are of short duration and quite
crowns and the complicating effects
infrequent,
while prolonged
droughts
native rangelands. A better underof overutilization during periods of
are rather to be looked for; these comstanding of the relation of drought
low rainfall. The necessity of keepmonly alternate
with one another
in
to grazing is still needed in order
ing animal numbers at a conservato avoid permanent range injury
tive stocking level to prevent overand to maintain the highest level of
This analysis de$nes drought,
use of range plants during drought
livestock production in the face
relates it to livestock reductions
was emphasized. Animal adjustof a highly variable forage supply
and describes some practices
ments were observed to usually be
(Fig. 1).
which can be used to reduce
made too late to avoid animal
Thirty years of records of forage
the disastrous effects of drought
weight losses and to prevent serious
variations and animal production
on southwestern ranges. New
injury to the range. Animal adfor the Santa Rita Experimental
concepts of the nature of drought
justments based upon annual range
Range2 and numerous rainfall recare presented.
inspections and fall sale of livestock
ords for other localities are presented
were
recommended.
Additional
in this paper as a guide to the
practices recommended for facilisharp succession, as do also periods of
frequency, duration, severity and
tating animal adjustments
were
relatively wet years with corresponding
effects of droughts which can be
early
sales
of
top-condition
animals
ones of dry years.
expected in southern Arizona. Manto conserve feed for the breeding
agement practices which result in Under comparable climatic condiherd and disposal by close culling
tions in southern New Mexico, the
the highest level of production
of old-off type and otherwise inconsistent
with maintenance
of consequences of drought were also ferior breeding cows.
early noted. Wooton (1908, 1915)
the forage resource are also sugArea of Application
related differences in yearly pregested.
cipitation to variations in forage
Desert grasslands form a transi1Maintained by the Forest Service,
production. Jardine and Forsling
tion with the Sonoran Desert of
U. S. Department
of Agriculture,
for
(1922) reported that drought was Shreve (1951) on the west and
Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico
one
of the chief setbacks to the
south, the oak-woodland of Darand West Texas, with headquarters at
Fort Collins, Colorado.
cattle industry in the Southwest.
row (1944) and the pinyon-juniper
2 Most of the data upon which this paper
Nelson (1934) pioneered an intenof Nichol (1943) on the north and
is based were recorded by Mutt J. Culley,
sive study of black grama, finding the black grama subdivision of the
who was in charge of the Santa Rita Exthat on both grazed and ungrazed
mesquite-grassland
of Shantz and
perimental
Range from
1961 to 1950.
areas
this
species
fluctuated
greatly
Zon
(1924)
on
the
east.
Southeastern
The Santa Rita Experimental
Range,
located about 35 miles south of Tucson.
in density and height growth in Arizona and the southwestern carArirona,
is a jield unit of the Rocky
response to variations in rainfall.
ner of New Mexico between elevaMounlain Forest and Range Experiment
Lister
and Schumacher
(1937)
tions of 2,000 and 5,000 feet are
Station. Research on this area is constudied
the
height
growth
and
denincluded in this grassland type.
ducted in cooperation with the University of
sity responses of three forage grasses
Grassland is not continuous, but is
Arizona and three independent stockmen,

T
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broken

hy

numerous

drainage

sys-

tcms and isolated mountain
ranges.
~rgetationchar,z~t,erist,iroftheSonoran desert exists along the major
wntenvays.
The major desert, rnou,,tains arc covered hy oak-n-oodland
on the IOKW sloprs and t,y pow
derosa pine (Pinus pondlcrusa) and
mrious
firs (A&s
spp.) at, the
higher eleratims.
The regctationzd
charart,erist,irs
of desert, grasslands vary with &x-atiou. Three slightly arbitrary
eleunits
an!
sometimes
rational
rwognizcd
(Canfield
1948). The
foothill
unit
irrludes
elevations
hct\werr 1,000 and 5,000 feet, where
millfall
averages
from 17 t,o 22
inches. Cacti and half-shrubs
me
rare at this elevation and perennial
grass density
is rclnt,irely
high.
Shrubs
are usunlly
confined
to
the drainages.
Many
sperirs
of
perennial
grasses occur; the most,
important
in order of ahundanre
(Trich,are: Arizona
cot,tongrass
achne
calijornica),
slender
grama
(Ro,hdoua
Jilijormis),
threeawls,
(Aristida
spp.), hlark grama
(B.
eriopotln), t,anglehcud
(Ilcfzropogon
conmtus)
and hairy grama
(H.
hirsuln).

The mesa unit orrurs at elevations
ranging from 3,000 to 4,000 feet,
rvherr avemgr mnual rainfall varirs
from 12 to 17 inches. Shrubs, racti
and half-shrubs
are usually ahnndant and pernmial-grass
density is
lower than in the foot,hill unit. On
ranges in good mldition,
pcrenrrial
grasses in order of abundance
are:
Arizona rottorrgrnss,
black gramn,
(MAcnt,hreeawns,
bush muhly
bergin
portrri),
Rothrwk
grama
tanglehrad
and
rothrockii),
(H.
several minor species.
&low
3,000.feet
elevation,
a
transition
occurs xith rreosotetmsh
and other plants
of the Sonorar~
desert, community.
Average arrllual
precipitation
is less t,han 12 inches.
The aspect, is one of shrnhs. The
ground cover is composed mainly
of annual species. Perennial grass is
srarce. The order of relative ahum
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dance
of perennial
grasses is:
threeawns, bush muhly, Rothrock
grama, sand dropseed (Sporobolus
cr~pta~zdrus) and fluffgrass (Tridens
pulcilellus).
Experimental

JUNE-SEPT.

RAINFALL

Records

A foothill pasture of about 900
acres on the Sant,a Rita Experimental Range was used to compare
the effect of rainfall variations upon
perennial-grass
yield and animal
production. This pasture has been
maintained in productive condiCon
during the last 30 years, as evidenced by the lack of deterioration
in perennial-grass density or composition. Black grama comprises
70 to 85 percent of the perennialgrass composition on both grazed
and ungrazed ex closures. Moreover, mesquite invasion has not
been serious enough to necessitate
livestock adjustments
to compensate for the perennial grass replaced. Kence, variations in forage
production are almost entirely associated with annual rainfall differences and are not the result of
changes in range condition resulting
from improper grazing or invasion
of mesquite.
Forage product,ion has been measured since 1939 by clipping and
weighing representative
samples.
Previous to this time it was estimated in terms of percentage of
longtime-average
production.
For
uniformity, these percentages were
converted to pounds per acre. Rainfall was determined by two standard
rain gages located within and adjacent to the pasture. June-September rainfall was used for all
comparisons inasmuch as 90 percent
of perennial grass growth results
from precipitation received during
this period (Pulley 1943).
Drought Severity
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Desert
grasslands
are characterized by a highly variable summer
rainfall. Thirty years is probably a
minimum for defining variability
in relation
-~- _~. - to average
C, condit,ions.
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1. Comparison of drought severity, , forage production and stocking
an experimental
pasture on the Santa Rita Experimental
Range
Growing
Conditions

Droughts

Number

Severity

1922-31
1932-41

Slight
Moderate
Slight

1942-51

Severe

Percent
average

Rainfall may be high one year and
low the next, although there is a
tendency for high and low years to
occur in groups. These groups of
successive years of above- or belowaverage rainfall are usually from
2 to 5 years in duration and appear
to follow no regular pattern. Annual
forage production responds noticeably to variations in annual rainfall.
Forage production does not always show a direct response to
variations in annual summer precipitation because of timeliness and
distribution of individual showers.
For example, in 1926, 1930, 1936
and 1941, forage production in the
pastures
remained
experimental
above average when precipitation
fell below average (Fig. 2). Also,
after prolonged dry periods, forage
production does not increase immediately with improved rainfall.
This is shown by the below average
rainfall
of 1933-34,
which was
reflected in a lowered forage production from 1933 through 1935; and
low rainfall during 1947 and 1948,
which was responsible for decreased
forage yield for the years 1947 to
1949.
The effect of successive years of
rainfall deficiency upon forage production is well illustrated by the
period 1941-45. Rainfall was only
slightly below average during these
years, but the long succession of
dry years greatly lowered forage
production.
In
1942-43,
forage
production decreased, in spite of
slight increases in rainfall. Thereafter, continued slight increases in
rainfall were reflected in increased

Forage
Production
of

rates

for

Stocking

Percent
of
average

Percent
of
average

Cows per
section

140
110

145
95

34.0
22.3

50

60

14.3

forage production. However, after
5 consecutive years of low rainfall,
vegetation was so weakened that
high rainfall during 1946 did not
produce a proportionate
increase
in forage.
The effect of amount and distribution of below-average rainfall
upon decreased forage production
suggested a definition and evaluation of drought severity. Any year
or period of successive years which
fell below average summer rainfall
was considered to be a drought.
The relation between actual forage
loss and drought in terms of rainfall
was then obtained. Total forage
departures
from
average
were
plotted against a summation of
successive departures
of rainfall
from average for the same period.
The result was a curvilinear relation
between loss in forage production
and drought periods (Fig. 3). Total
forage loss occurred at an increasing
rate as rainfall departures from
average accumulated. ,4 small annual deficiency in rainfall over a
long series of years had an, effect
similar to a large annual deficiency
over a shorter period. Severity of
drought is thus a combination of
the amount of rainfall deficiency for
any year and the number of years
in succession which rainfall remains
below average.
Drought
severity was divided
into categories of slight, moderate
and severe, based upon reductions
in livestock numbers which were
necessary because of forage scarcity.
Since the drought of 1924 was the
most severe of those which did not

require livestock reductions on this
conservatively-stocked
range, it was
selected as the upper limit of slight
drought (Fig. 3). Moderate rzductions in animal numbers were required because of drought in 1933
and 1934, so this period was taken
as the upper limit of moderate
drought. The years 1941-45 and
1947-48 were placed in the severedrought category because of drastic
reductions in animal numbers which
were required.
Effect on Stocking Rates
Stocking
rates in the experimental pasture reflect forage production differences resulting from
drought severity.
Stocking
was
repeatedly adjusted so as to provide
adequate forage for a high plane
of nutrition,
and to maintain
sufficient herbage on the site for
plant and soil maintenance. As a
result, there is a close relation
among severity of drought periods,
forage production
and stocking
rates, when three lo-year periods
are expressed in terms of percent
of average conditions (Table 1).
During the lo-year period characterized by slight droughts, growing
conditions,
forage and stocking
rates were considerably above average; and during the period of worst
drought conditions, they were substantially below average.
A consei-vative stocking level was
maintained
in the experimental
pasture at all times. During the
30-year period, actual stocking was
maintained about 20 percent below
that which would have been possible
based upon average forage production. This conservative
stocking
rate kept sacrifice areas around
waterholes at a minimum where the
greatest distance to water was 1
mile. Also, this practice reserved
some forage for years of slight
drought. Thus, during the period
1922-31, when only slight droughts
were experienced, stocking was 45
percent
above average and no
stocking reductions were necessary.

DROUGHT
During periods of moderate and
severe drought, stocking rate was
reduced below average. For the
IO-year period in which one moderate and two slight droughts occurred,
stocking was 95 percent of average’.
When two severe droughts occurred
in the span of 10 years, stocking
rates had to be lowered to 60 percent of average to supply sufficient
forage without overutilizing
the
pasture.
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Effect on Animal Production
The major factors which affect
calf crop and weights on the Santa
Rita Experimental
Range are nutrition, handling and type of animals, The effect of quantitative
nutrition was practically eliminated
by periodic adjustments in stocking
rates to supply sufficient forage at
all times. Supplemental
feeding
was not employed.
Methods
of
handling livestock, such as closer
inspection of grazing animals, more
care in the handling of bulls and
breeding cows and close culling of
shy or non-breeding
cows have
improved over the years (Culley
1946). Also, there has been an
improvement
in conformation
of
bulls and selection for better breeding cows among the grazing herd.
Calf crop and calf weights in the
experimental pasture reflect strongly
the general improvement in animals
and handling methods. The upward
trend in calf crop and weights resulting from better management
and superior type of animal is
particularly
noticeable
when the
period 1922-29 is compared with
later periods (Fig. 4).
Loss in calf crop is part)ially
associated with drought periods of
low forage production. Scarcity of
forage in 1933-35 appears to have
contributed to the decrease in calf
crop during that period. For the
period 1942-45,
calf crops were
decreased in 1943 and continued
generally low in spite of animal
reductions.
When stocking is conservative

CALF

WEIGHTS

YEARS
FIGURE 4. Relation of calf crops and weights to forage production
foothill pasture on the Santa Rita Experimental
Range.

and adequate forage is available,
drought appears to have little effect
upon calf weights. With minor exceptions, livestock reductions were
sufficient for proper nutrition and
maintenance of calf weights during
all drought periods. This suggests
that reductions in calf crop during a
drought may be related to inadequate quality rather than quantity
of forage. Supplemental
feeding,
although not used in this st,udy,
has been helpful elsewhere for improving quality of nutrition during
a drought.
Management
Practices
for
Reducing Drought Effects
Animal Management

Provision for pastures of a size to
accommodate 50 to 100 cows assists
in avoiding drought effects. Distribution of animals is more uniform, supervision is easier and local

b years for a

areas of drought or above average
forage can be utilized more efficiently (Culley 1949). Good control
and distribution of water also aid
in keeping animals well distributed
within a pasture, holding areas of
overgrazing to a minimum and
keeping livestock in a better condition.
Reductions
during
moderate
droughts can be accomplished with
minimum loss in productivity by
carrying weaner calves through to
long yearlings. Disposal of these
animals during droughts leads to
substantial
reductions in grazing
the inpressure, and maintains
tegrity of the breeding herd which
may be the result of years of effort
in selection and grade improvement.
Proper Utilization
Proper utilization is the key to
maintenance
of desert grasslands
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Table 2. Average and extremes for frequence of occurrence, severity, and duration
of moderate and severe droughts for desert-grassland ranges
Percent

of years

occurring

Number

of years

duration

Percent
rate

average
stocking
for proper
use

Classification
Median

Moderate.
Severe.
Total.

.

Median

Extremes

O-36
o-54

2
3

l-5
l-9

50
30

35

20-54

2

l-9

40

-

For most perennial grasses in this
type, utilization should average 35
to 55 percent removal of the total
herbage weight (Parker and Glendening, 1942). The remaining herbage is needed for plant and soil
maintenance. This degree of utilization
has
maintained
perennial
grasses in a desirable state
of
density, composition and vigor over
a period of 30 years. Utilization
should not exceed proper, even
when a drought is long and severe.
Only when stocking rate is geared
to proper utilization can recurrent
periods of drought be weathered
without range deterioration.
Redistribution
of animals
or
rotation of use of pastures helps
greatly to combat drought. Severity
of drought varies greatly within
short distances. For example, on
various part,s of 50,000 acres on the
Santa Rita Experimental
Range
in 1938, forage production varied
between 20 and 110 percent of the
longtime average. The southeast
and northwest
portions
of the
Experimental Range showed aboveaverage forage production, whereas
the northeast portion was experiencing a severe drought. The remainder
of the range exhibited conditions of
slight drought. Individual pasture
evaluation
and stocking
adjustments can thus aid materially in
obtaining proper utilization during
a drought.
Planning for Drought
To maintain

Median

14
21

during periods of recurrent drought.

ing recurrent

Extremes

a stable income durperiods

of drought,

it

/

Extremes

30-95
O-80
I--

o-95

is necessary to know the frequency
with which droughts
occur, their

To
and their duration.
obtain an estimate of these drought
characteristics for desert grasslands,
weather records for 39 stations of
more than 20 years length in
southern Arizona and southwestern
New Mexico were evaluated.
Categories of drought severity
as outlined in Figure 3 were converted to percentages of average
rainfall in order to apply the
drought-severity
concept to other
areas in the desert grassland. When
summated
departures
of belowaverage rainfall for the experimental
area are expressed as a percent of
average rainfall, drought categories
are defined as follows :
slight
drought,-summated
departures of below-average rainfall lie between 0 and 40 percent
of average rainfall.
moderate drought ,-summated
departures are between 41 and
70 percent of average rainfall.
desevere drought,-summated
partures exceed 70 percent of
average rainfall.
Data for the 39 weather stations
within the desert-grassland province
show that droughts severe enough
for livestock reductions occur at
most stations 35 percent of the time
(.Table
2).
Individual
stations
showed extremes of drought conditions varying from 20 to 54 percent
of the time. Within this total permoderate
droughts occentage,
curred 14 (O-36) percent of the time,
and severe droughts 21 (O-54)
percent of the time. Duration of
severity

drought was also subject to wide
variability for individual stations.
For all droughts which require
livestock reductions the most frequent duration was 2 (l-9) years;
for severe conditions, 3
(I-9),
years; and for moderate conditions
2 (l-5)

years.

As an overall estimate for desertgrassland ranges, stocking should
be 40 percent below the longtime
average 35 percent of the time to
achieve proper utilization during
droughts. For a moderate drought,
stocking should be about 50 percent
of the longtime average stocking
rate, and during severe droughts
should be reduced to 30 percent of
average. These figures express the
expectations
only and
average
should be used as guides, since for
an individual locality much greater
stocking reductions may be needed.
The safest basis for proper stocking
is annual adjustments in numbers
so as to utilize no more than 35
to 55 percent of total perennial
grass herbage produced in any
year.
Drought
presents
two major
problems to the livestock industry
on desert-grassland
ranges where
sustained use without deterioration
of rangelands is the major objective.
The first problem is how to make
animal adjustments rapidly enough
to maintain proper annual use of a
highly-variable forage supply. The
other is concerned with maintenance
of a stable annual income where the
basis for income-the
forage cropis highly variable.
There are several alternatives
for making animal adjustments.
The most conservative would be
one aimed at maintaining
the
integrity of an exclusive cow-calf
operation. Such a system would
necessitate
reducing numbers of
breeding animals to use about 40
percent of the average longtime
forage production. Such a system
would insure adequate forage with
of an occasional
the exception
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severe drought, but would make
inefficient use of forage about 60
percent of the years. The most
liberal system would depend upon
purchase
of yearlings
or older
animals annually in July for marketing sometime between November
and May.
compromise
livestock
Several
operations are possible. One would
be that of maintaining
breeding
animals at 40 percent of the herd,
and using the remaining forage by
holding over yearlings or buying
other growing animals. A slight
modification of this procedure has
proved practical on the Jornada
Experimental
Range (Ares, 1952).
Another possible system is that of
supplying forage from an outside
source. If this practice is followed
precautionary
measures to avoid
range damage should be observed.
Supplemental
feeding of concentrates
on rangelands
should be
used only to supply a nutrient
deficiency such as protein or minerals. It should not be used to carry
over animals on the range, when
stocking reductions are necessary
to prevent overutilization of range
plants. If feed is obtained from
irrigated pastures or other sources,
it should be made available in feed
lots or special holding areas to
avoid damage of valuable range
lands. The most) desirable method
for taking advantage
of annual
fluctuations
in forage must be
worked out for each operation, if
optimum returns from desert grasslands are to be realized without
range deterioration.
A stabilized income on desertgrassland ranges should be based
upon adequate financial reserves.
Reserves may take any of several
forms including
savings,
easilyliquidated
investments,
insurance
or other negotiable securities. Such
reserves are basic to a stable income
because livestock enterprises can
be expected to operate at 40 percent
of average stocking for periods up

to 9 years. Standards
of living
should not be attached to periods of
high stocking rates and income.
Even though livestock reductions
during time of drought can be
during periods
of
compensated
rainfall,
a stable
above-average
income is dependent upon financial
reserves.
Summary
Drought is a recurring problem
on desert-grassland ranges. It always lowers forage production, and
sometimes necessitates livestock reductions to prevent overutilization
of the forage resource. This analysis
defines drought, relates it to livestock reductions and describes some
practices which can be used to
reduce the disastrous effects of
drought. Data
extend over 30
years of records for a foothill
pasture on the Santa Rita Experimental Range-an
area representative of desert grasslands of southern
Arizona.
Drought is defined as belowaverage rainfall. Drought periods
or summated departures of successive years of below-average summer rainfall are closely related to
forage losses. Periods of drought
severity are designated as slight,
moderate and severe, depending
upon forage scarcity. The last two
require livestock reductions to prevent overutilization of the forage
crop, whereas slight droughts can
be avoided by conservative stocking.
Livestock reductions to provide
adequate forage result in maintenance of calf weights even during
a severe drought. Slight reductions
in calf crops during drought periods
are presumed to be caused by nutritive deficiencies of the forage.
Proper utilization is the key to
maintenance
of desert grasslands
and should average 35 to 55 percent
of the annual herbage produced by
perennial grasses. As an average
estimate for desert-grassland ranges,

stocking should be 40 percent below
the longtime average about 35
percent of the time when droughts
reach moderate and severe intensity.
Drought
reductions
necessitat’e
rapid adjustments in animal numbers to maintain proper utilization.
Moreover, financial reserves should
be maintained to insure a stable
income on desert-grassland ranges,
even though livestock
increases
during drought-free
periods can
be expected to compensate
for
income reductions during drought
periods.
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CHARACTERISTICS
OF NATURAL LICKS
GAME ANIMALS IN WESTERN
MONTANA

(Abstract of thesis presented in partial
ful$llment of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Science in the School of Forestry, Montana State University, June,
1953.)
Game managers and sportsmen have
been speculating for many years as to
why big game ruminants make use of
natural licks. With the advent of extensive big game salting programs in
many states, the solution to this problem
assumed new importance. The answer
would apparently indicate which salt or
salts should be used to secure maximum
effectiveness of the salting programs. For
these reasons, as well as to add to the
knowledge of big game habits, a study of
natural licks in western Montana was
inaugurated in October, 1950 at Montana
State University.
Artificial licks consisting of mineral
cafeterias or soil impregnation tests were
established on various game ranges on
the assumption that the animals would
indicate a preference for a certain salt or
salts. The mineral cafeterias consisted of
a series of jars containing various chemical
compounds mixed with soil from areas
not used as licks by the animals. The
soil impregnation tests consisted of areas
of soil treated with solutions of various
chemical compounds. The following elements were used in various forms in
the artificial lick tests: copper, cobalt,
calcium, sodium, phosphorus, potassium,
chlorine, iron, sulphur, magnesium, and
iodine.
Chemical analyses of various properties
and elements were made on one set of
six samples from each of 18 natural lick

USED

BY BIG

areas. Three of these six samples were
taken from actively used portions of each
lick and three from the first foot of a
normal soil profile near the lick area.
b The results of the artificial
licks
strongly indicated that compounds containing the sodium ion were preferred by
the big game in all study areas.
pH determinations revealed that all
actively used lick samples were alkaline
in nature and possessed a higher pH
value than the corresponding unused soil
samples.
Electrical
conductivity
determinations disclosed that the actively
used lick
samples
contained
larger
amounts of water soluble salts than did
the unused soil samples. Both of these
determinations indicated that a larger
amount of the cations were present in the
actively used lick samples. Additional
chemical analyses revealed this to be the
case.
Quantitative
chemical determinations
of various elements revealed that calcium,
magnesium, sodium, and potassium were
found in fairly large amounts in all lick
areas, while chlorine, sulphur and iron
were present in smaller amounts. Phosphorus was detected in minute quantities
in all but one lick area. When the results
of these determinations are interpreted
in light of the findings of the mineral
preference tests, the evidence strongly
indicates that big game ruminants in
western Montana are utilizing natural
licks to obtain sodium.
The results of all phases of this study
have indicated that sodium chloride
should be effective as an attracting
agent in the big game salting programs.
D. S. STOCKSTAD

TECHNICAL
MOISTURE AND PROTEIN
IN FORAGE ON
LOUISIANA
FOREST RANGES
This paper discusses some observed relationships between moisture and crude protein in forage
grazed by cattle on longleaf-pine
bluestem ranges in central Louisiana. At present, the relationships
are chiefly of interest to technicians,
but they may form a basis for
a quick method of approximating
crude protein in range forage. Such
a method would be a real aid to
livestock owners in deciding the
best time to start supplemental
feeding and the amount of supplement needed.
The relationships were developed
from several hundred forage samples
collected on forest range in central
Louisiana in connection with various
grazing and feeding studies from
1944 to 1949. Collections included
samples of important species of
grasses, forbs, and browse at various
stages of development, and composite samples of cattle diet taken
each month under various forest
types on burned and unburned
ranges. The compositNediet samples
were mostly grass herbage, but
contained up to 15 percent forbs
in early summer and 10 per.cent
browse in winter. Samples were
weighed both green and air-dry.
Chemical analyses of the samples
were then made by E. A. Epps, Jr,,
Chief Chemist; C. C. Moreland;
J. L. Farr; and Miss Frances Bonner
of the Fertilizer and Feedstuffs
Laboratory, Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, Baton Rouge,
La. Crude protein is here expressed
as a percentage of the moisture-free
sample. Total moisture and free
moisture (green weight less air-dry
weight) are expressed in percentages
of green weight.
Forage samples that were mature,

NOTES

weathered, and dry were found to
be very low in crude protein, while
succulent green samples were high
in protein. Separate straight-line
regression analyses were made of
crude protein on total moisture and
then on free moisture (Fig. 1) using
some 280 samples that were predominantly grass. Crude protein
shown in the free-moisture regression is only 3.0 percent at 20 percent
free moisture, but rises to nearly
10.0 percent at 70 percent free
moisture. The regression is very
highly significant statistically. The
two factors are highly correlated,
having a gross r value of 0.66.
The regression of crude protein on
total moisture was similar, and
even more significant than that on
free moisture. Free moisture is,
however, more easily determined
than total moisture.
Each of the general regressions in
Figure 1 includes two separate
groups of samples: (1) those taken
in spring, when vegetation was
growing rapidly and crude protein
values were relatively high; and (2)
those taken in summer, fall, and
winter, when crude protein values
were relatively low. In order to tie
these findings into actual grazing
conditions, the 99 available values
for composite cattle diet samples
were segregated into these two
and separate regressions
$wUPS,
.
were calculated (Fig. 2).
The protein requirements of beef
cattle breeding herds have been
established at about 8 to 10 percent
of the diet (Guilbert, Gerlaugh, and
Madsen, 1945). The regression for
summer-fall-winter cattle diet in
Figure 2 shows that crude protein
content falls below 7.5 percent at
about 55 percent free moisture.
Ordinarily this occurs late in July,
but between 1944 and 1949 the
actual date varied from May to
41

MOISTURE,

PERCENT(X)

FIGURE 1. Regressions of crude protein on free-moisture
and total-moisture
percentages
for forage on forest range
in central Louisiana,
1944-1949.

October. The amount of protein
supplement needed at this time
would be only about >i pound of
cottonseed meal per head per day.
This amount could be supplied in a
salt-meal mixture.
When the free moisture in range
cattle diet falls below about 45
percent, the crude protein content is
less than 6.5 percent. This usually
occurs in October or early November, but sometimes as soon as
August or as late as December.
When the range reaches this con-
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FIGURE 2. Regressions
of crude protein on free-moisture
percentage
for
cattle diet samples on forest range in
central Louisiana,
1944-49.
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dition, the cattle need fresh pasture
or about 1 pound of cottonseed
meal per head per day. If the cattle
continue on range during winter,
1>/4 to l$$ pounds of protein supplement probably are needed for
the breeding herd, since Morrison’s
indicate
that the
tables
(1951)
crude protein in mature grass is
less digestible than that in grass
in earlier growth stages.
Figures 1 and 2 do not appear to
fit the forage on improved pastures

A

LOW-COST
PORTABLE
CAGE FOR RANGE
AND PASTURE
PLOTS

Range and pasture investigat80rs
frequently
have need to protect
sampling areas from grazing, either
permanently or temporarily.
Unless the sampling areas harvested are well distributed, moderately large and sufficiently numerous, the sampling error is almost
sure to be high. Proper distribution
is more easily accomplished if a
large number of samples can be
taken. Cost considerations usually
dictate that sample areas be small if
individual protective structures are
needed on many plots.
An inexpensive, igloo-shaped wire
cage has been used by the writer for
the past ten years to protect circular
sample plots of the convenient 9.6
square-feet area (Frischknecht
and
.
Plummer, 1949). Figure 1.
r

FIGURE 1. Igloo-shaped
wire cage for
protecting
circular
range or pasture
sample-plots
of 9.6 square feet.

NOTES

and cannot be applied directly to
range forage in the West, but the
idea might be helpful in working
out moisture-protein
relationships
for
other
areas
and
kinds
of forage.
---_
__
A spot check of native grasses at
various stages of development under
the green roughages listed in Morrison indicates that many species
fall within the limits of variability
for the regression of total moisture
on crude protein shown in Figure 1.

In addition to low cost, this
type of cage has the advantages of
light weight, quick placement and
ready portability.
It is relatively
free from rubbing and other damage
by hornless cattle and sheep but is
less satisfactory where horned cattle
and horses are grazed.
Cattle that have learned to crowd
and reach through wire fences and
conventional exclosures of boards,
posts and wire do not appear to
molest the igloo-shaped cage particularly.
The cages are made in sets of
four to be nested for easier hauling.
Heavy field fence of 6-inch mesh,
39 inches high is used. Wire lighter
than
1134
gage is unsuitable.
To make four cages, lengths of
field fence are cut with 23, 24, 25
and 26 meshes intact. Each length
is then formed in a cylindrical shape
fastened by using the cut ends as
ties, except those of the three upper
(larger) meshes. Next the horizontal
wires of the three upper meshes are
cut at intervals of ninety degrees so
that four nearly equal flaps are
formed. These are bent inward and
wired by their cut ends to make
the top and complete the cage. A
fencing tool and 8-inch lineman’s
pliers are suitable tools.
In use, four l&inch stakes of
3g-inch reinforcing iron are driven
diagonally inward over the bottom
wire in such a way that the cage is
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held taut and close to the ground. If
rabbits are a problem, small-mesh
wire netting one foot high is placed
around the bottom of the cage as
shown in the figure.
As these cages are relatively inconspicuous they are occasionally
damaged by horses and vehicles.
Such damage is reduced by tying a
small white rag or a bright disk to
the upper, north side of the cage
to make it more conspicuous. In a
few instances, itchy cattle have
stepped into these cages in an effort
‘to rub on them. If the cattle cannot
be sprayed,
the cage can be
protected by setting a rubbing post
40-50 feet away. A strand of barbed
wire looped through the corners and
around the top of the cage also
affords some protection
against
rubbing. A roosting post is necessary
if burrowing owls reside in the
vicinity.
The cost of materials for this
type of cage at current prices is
about $1.50.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Farm Management
Analysis. By Lawrence A. Bradford
and Glenn L.
Johnson,
xii, 438 pp., illus. John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,
1953. $5.75.
A reviewer of a recent production
economics
book made the following
observations:
(a) That a “revolution”
has occurred in the field of agricultural
production
economics over the past 15
years ; (b) that
these
developments
have influenced so little the analytical
approach
of the dozen farm management texts which have appeared in the
past decade.
The preface to this book contains the
following paragraph :
The procedure includes use of much of
the findings of earlier farm management
research as well as much of the early
procedures.
To this somewhat
“traditional” approach to teaching farm management, we have added much of the
so-called new approach.
Generally,
we
regard this new material as an extension
of the valid portions
of earlier farm
management
approaches.
Hence,
we
have added to the highly productive portions of the traditional
approach rather
than replacing them.
The “traditional”
undoubtedly
refers to the farm business approach
to
farm management
wherein some measure of earnings such as labor income or
percent
return
on investment
is related to “efficiency
factors”
such as
size of farm, rates of production,
combination
of enterprises
and efficiency
in the case of labor. Labor income and
return to capital are used as indicators
of the efficiency with which resources
are combined.
The “new approach”
refers to the
application
of both marginal
and indifference theory to the analysis of farm
management
problems.
In most cases
the “new” refers to the application
to
farm problems and not to the theory
itself.
Farm
Management
Analysis
contains three parts, Part I Orientation,
Part II Organization,
and Part III
Operation.
In Part I, Management
is defined as
l(an intangible
part
of production

which develops
within
the lives of
men.” It involves
(1) observing
and
conceiving
ideas, (2) analyzing
with
further observations,
(3) making decisions on the basis of the analysis, (4)
taking action, and (5) accepting responsibilities. The subjects which managers
must study and a few managerial principles are then presented.
Part II contains the main body of
the book. After developing
the proper
analytical
tools a number of decisions
that must be made by farm managers
are considered. These decisions include
selection of a farm and evaluation
of
resources, selecting the proper number
of enterprises,
fitting crops into a crops
program, and the use of livestock. One
chapter
is devoted
to input-output
relationships
in each of 3 enterprises:
pork production,
dairy production,
and
beef production.
In these three chapters
the major emphasis is on feed management.
Numerous
controlled
experiments have been collected and analyzed
within the framework
developed
previously .
Part III, devoted to the operation of
a farm business, develops some further
principles
for increasing
the efficiency
with which managerial
tasks are perPrinciples
of leasing
and
formed.
strategy are briefly covered as well as
some
psychological
patterns
which
serve as a basis for managerial actions.
Those who had expected a marriage
of the “traditional”
and “new” approaches
in this
volume
will undoubtedly
be disappointed.
Although
both appear under the same cover the
amount of synthesis is negligible. The
chapters can be sorted rather accurately
into the “new” and the “traditional”
the larger
with the “new” receiving
share.
Portions of this book could well be
used in the more advanced undergraduate farm management
classes. It requires a greater knowledge of economic
principles
than most students
outside
of economics usually possess. Some of
the chapters would be valuable supplemental reading for students
in range
management,
but it would have limited
application
to that field. Most ranch
43

managers
would
find the technical
phraseology and mathematical
symbols
difficult to understand.
The authors should be congratulated
for attempting
a reconciliation
of the
two basic approaches
to farm management. Now that the initial step has
been taken, perhaps the complete reconciliation
is not far off.-Donald
F.
Heruey and Rex D. Rehnberg, Colorado
A. and M. College, Fort Collins, Colo.

Farm Engines and Tractors. By Harold
E. Gulvin, ix, 397 pp., illus. McGrawHill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1953.
$6.00.
An l&year-old
boy, much interested
in engines, after looking through this
book, remarked:
“It’s good, but it has
a lot of theoretical
stuff.” This statement aptly summarized
the author’s
intention,
as stated
in the preface:
“This text is designed for teaching the
principles
of good
operation
and
maintenance,
and if these principles
are followed,
repairs to engines and
tractors
will be at a minimum.
For
specific directions on repair there are, of
course, the various engine or tractor
service manuals, . . . . ”
The book begins with explanations
of parts, terminology,
and principles of
2- and 4-stroke
cycle, spark-ignition
and compression-ignition
engines. This
is followed
by consideration
of the
various engine systems, including carburetion,
lubrication,
cooling, ignition,
and power transmission.
Then comes a
review of the factors which contribute
to engine performance,
including
the
gas laws, the cycle processes, and cycles
of operation,
comparison
of ideal and
actual engine cycles and efficiencies,
and such performance
factors as brake
horsepower,
turbulence,
torque,
compression ratio, thermal efficiency, etc.
The final part of the book contains
helpful material
on tractor
comparisons, selection,
tune-up,
and operation. The 295 figures include
both
photographs
and excellent
line drawings.
This book, altho intended primarily
for college students
in agricultural
en-
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gineering, provides instructive
reading
for ranchers
and others who are interested
in learning
more about the
basic principles
involved
in working
with farm engines.--R.
S. Campbell,
Southern
Forest
Experiment
Station,
U. S. Forest Service, New Orleans, La.

l&!!
The Web of Life-A
First Book of
Ecology. By John H. Storer,
xii,
144 pp., illus. The Devin-Adair Co.,
New Yorlc, 1953. $3.00.

This is an easy reading book that
purports to show how all living things
fit together into a single pattern. It is
largely a series of examples
used to
illustrate
classical concepts of ecology
and physiology such as development
of
the physical environment,
photosynthesis, competition,
adaptation,
succession,
and man’s place in the scheme
of
things. Unfortunately,
scientific accuracy and completeness
are sacrificed for
the sake of an effusive “nature lover”
style of writing.
Although the book has little to offer

New Books of Interest
Vegetation and Watershed
Management. By E. A. Colman, U. S.
Forest Service, California. Ronald
Press CO., Neti York. 412 pages,
illus., 1953. $7.00.
!S
Resource
Conservation : Economics
and Policies.
By S. V. CiriacyWantrup,
Dept.
of Agricultural
Economics,
University
of California,
Berkeley.
University of
California Press, Berkeley, California. 395 pages. 1952. $6.50.
%
Economics of Agricultural Production
and Resource
Use. By Earl 0.

of Agricultural
Heady,
Dept.
Economics,
Iowa State College,
Ames. Prentice-Hall Co., New York.
850 pages, illus., 1952. $9.75.
?I?
Irrigation
Development
and Public
Water Policy. By Roy E. Huffman,
Dept. of Agricultural
Economics,
Montana State College, Bozeman.
Ronald Press Co., New York. 336
pages, illus., 1953. $6.50.
t
Fundamentals
of Ecology. By E. P.
Odum, Dept. of Biology, University of Georgia, Athens.
W. B.

the rancher or range technician
in applied ecology, it offers source material
and passages which, if carefully used,
can be quoted in talks to school children and the general public. For example : “The people who use the watershed hold in their hands the lives and
well-being of the millions who depend
on it. Every action that affects the
health
of the watershed
becomes
a
mater of vital concern to those millions,
and to all the communities
of plants
and animals that together
make up
the whole.“--R.
S. C.

Saunders Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 384 pages, illus., 1953.
$6.50.
Grasses
and Grassland
Farming.
By H. MT. Staten, Dept. of Agronomy, Oklahoma A & M College,
The Kevin-Adair Co.,
Stillwater.
New York. 319 pages, illus., 1952.
$5.00.
t
Handbook of Plants of the Colorado
By William
A.
Front
Range.
Weber,
Curator
of Herbarium,
University
of Colorado, Boulder.
University of Colorado Press, Boulder, Colorado. 238 pages, illus.,
1953. $5.00.
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Pigden,
W. J. The relation of lignin,
cellulose, protein,
starch and ether
extract
to the “curing”
of range

RANGE
Artificial

revegetation,

Altona, R. E. and E. R. Hattingh. Weed
control in veld and pastures. So. Afr.
Jour. Sci. 49: 317-319. May 1953.
Anonymous.
Brush
burning-Wasted
acres can be turned into food-producing land. West. Livestock
Jour. 31:
43, 44. Aug. 1953.
Baskin, A. D. and E. A. Walker. Vapor
hazard of 2,4-D esters. Agr. Chem.
8: 46-48. Aug. 1953.
Cornelius,
Donald R. and Charles A.
Graham. Chemical control of buttercup on mountain
meadows.
Jour.
For. 51: 631-634. Sept. 1953.
E. G. Furrowing
imCuthbertson,

grasses. Can. Jour. Agr. Sci. 33: 364378. July-Aug. 1953.
Snyder, Howard, Sr. If others fail try
buffel grass. Am. Hereford Jour. 44:
102. Sept. 1, 1953.
Stone, E. C. and Gustaf Juhren. Fire
stimulated
germination.
Effect
of
burning on germination
of brush seed
investigated
in physiological
study
of rhamise.
Calif. Agr. 7: 13, 14.
Sept. 1953.
Sylvester,
Don D. A soil binder and
an indicator
grass of choppy sand
hills. XI. Sandhill muhley (Muhlenbergia pungens). Nebr. Cattleman
10:
20, 22. Sept. 1953.

IMPROVEMENTS

noxious plant control, mechanical improvements

proves

natural

pasture.

Agr. Gazette

64: 235-237,272.
May 1953.
Hurt& Leon C. Planting
problemwheat surplus forces consideration
of
grass.
p7est.
Livestock
Jour.
31:
151-154. act. 1953.
Johnson,
Walter
H. Reseeding
dry
range. Calif. Agr. 7: 12, 13. Sept.
1953.
Lusk,
Willard
C. Reseeding
annual
legumes need fertilizer
on wornout
range. Westland
Pasture Jour. 4: 4.
Aug. 1953.
Rose, C. J. and R. E. Altona. Fertilizing
natural
veld:
Frankenwald,
1952.

RANGE

The effects on yield and composition
of milk. So. Afr. Jour. Sci. 49: 297,
298. May 1953.
Schaus, Richard. Range improvement
on a big scale. West. Livestock Jour.
31: 46, 105, 107, 109. Oct. 1953.
Shipman, R. D. Poisoning small-diameter hardwoods
with the Cornell
tool. Southeastern
For. Exp. Sta.
Res. Note 38. 2 pp. Mimeo. July
1953.
Vanderbeek,
Selvester.
Use for reseeding recognized
above other native grasses. X. Western wheatgrass
(Agropyron smithii). Nebr.
Cattleman 9: 44, 45. Aug. 1953.

INFLUENCES

Erosion, forests, watersheds, wildlife, soils
Anderson,
Norman L. and John C.
Wright.
Grasshopper
investigations
on Montana range lands. Mont. Agr.
Exp. Sta. Bull. 486, 46 pp. Dec. 1952.
Croft, A. R. Water management
on

rangeland: A responsibility
of range
managers.
Jour.
Soil and Water
Conservation
8: 158-162. July 1953.
Friedrich,
C. Allan. Factors
that determine spring runoff in the Northern
45

Rocky Mountains.
No. Rocky Mt.
For. and Range Exp. Sta. Res. Note
123. 5 pp. Mimeo. Aug. 1953.
Friedrich,
C. Allan. Factors contributing to the 1953 floods in the vicinity
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of Great Falls, Montana. No. Rocky
Mt. Forest and Range Exp. Sta. Res.
Note 122. 3 pp. Mimeo. Aug. 1953.
Gleason, C. H. Indicators
of erosion on
watershed
land in California.
Trans.
Amer. Geophysical
Union 34: 419426. June 1953.

LITERATURE

Glover, J. and P. Robinson. A simple
method
for assessing the reliability
of rainfall. Jour. Agr. Sci. 43: 275280. July 1953.
Hagan, R. M. and M. L. Peterson.
Soil moisture extraction
by irrigated
pasture
mixtures
as influenced
by

RANGE

AND

LIVESTOCK

clipping frequency.
Agron. Jour. 45:
288292. July 1953.
Nicholson,
H. H. et al. The effect of
ground water level upon productivity
and composition
of Fenland
grass
(II). Jour. Agr. Sci. 43: 265-274.
July 1953.

ECONOMICS

Land use and administration, production costs, ranch organization
Anonymous.
A new grazing bill. Nat’1
Woolgrower 43: 20, 21, 44, 45, 47, 48.
Sept. 1953.
Ares,
Fred
N. Mountain
or mesa
ranges. A comparison
of costs and
returns determines value of each. Am.
Hereford Jour. 44: 104, 105. Sept. 1,
1953.
Burback,
Harold
J. Should
public

lands

be sold? West.

Farm

Life 55:

Gusler,

Gilbert.

part of cattle

Cattlemen

riding rough

cycle. West.

Farm

Life

55: 5, 22. Aug. 1953.
McGehee,

Ray.

Southwestern

Staff, Farm Journal.
price supports

22. Aug. 1953.

Land
Crop

(West.

Ed.)

and

folly.

Stock.

pp.

want
Jour.

pp.

14, 15, 138. Sept.

1953.
Wentworth,

owner’s

Do cattlemen

on beef? Farm.

meat

Edward

picture.

West.

N. The

changing

Livestock

Jour.

31 : 37, 145, 147, 149, 150. Oct. 1953.

13, 92. Sept. 1953.

RANGE

LIVESTOCK

MANAGEMENT

Production, feeding, marketing
Ares, Fred N. The use of meal-salt mix
for better distribution
of cattle. Am.
Cattle Producer 35: 9-l 1. Sept. 1953.
Burgess, T. D. The effect of month and
season upon breeding
efficiency obtained
with artificial
insemination
under Ontario conditions.
Can. Jour.
Agr. Sci. 33: 396-398.
July-Aug.
1953.
Dunlap, Jack S. Parasite
problemsirrigated
pastures
ideal for disease
developments.
West. Livestock Jour.
31: 28, 30. Sept. 1953.
Head,

M. J. The effect

carbohydrate

and

of quantity
protein

in

of

ration of the sheep on the digestibility
of cellulose and other constituents
of the ration, with a note on the effect of adding vitamins
of the Bcomplex on the digestibility
and retention
of the nutrients
of a hay
ration. Jour. Agr. Sci. 43: 281-293.
July 1953.
Jordan, R. M. Urea for pregnant ewes.
So. Dak. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 429.
8 pp. May 1953.
Jordan,
R. M. and Harry
Weakly.
Cobalt salt in lamb rations. So. Dak.
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 425. 8 pp. Mar.

the

1953.

RANGE

AND

PASTURE

Kelly, C. F., T. E. Bond and N. R.
Ittner. Engineering
design of a livestock physical plant. Agr. Eng. 34:
601-607. Sept. 1953.
Lusk, Willard C. Unusual
feeds for
livestock. West. Livestock Jour. 31:
12, 86, 87. Aug. 1953.
Pope, L. S. et nl. Cowpeas as a protein
feed for fattening steer calves. Okla.
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 399. 8 pp. May
1953.
Slen, S. B. et al. A comparison of certain breeds of range sheep under different environmental
conditions. Can.
Jour. Agr. Sci. 33: 344-353. July-Aug.
1953.

MANAGEMENT

iManagement plans, utilization, condition, maintenance
Brown, James
M. and R. D. Rouse.
Fertilizer
effects on botanical
and
chemical composition
of white clover
-Dallis
grass associations
grown on
Sumpter claty. Agron. Jour. 45: 279282. July 1953.
Carhart,
Arthur H. Grass roots conservation.
Am. Forests
59: 19, 30,
32-34. Sept. 1953.
Hoff, Gordon. Irrigation
of permanent
pastures
pays dividends.
New Mex.
Ext. News 33: 5. Sept. 1953.
Holscher,
Clark E. Forage utilization
by cattle on Northern
Great Plains

ranges. U. S. Dept.
27 pp. June 1953.

Agr. Circ.

918.

Osterli, Victor P. Irrigated
pastureNo. 1 soil improver. West. Livestock
Jour. 31: 46, 125, 126. Sept. 1953.
Peterson,
M. L. and R. M. Hagan.
Production
and quality of irrigated
pasture
mixtures
as influenced
by
clipping frequency.
Agron. Jour. 45:
283-287. July 1953.
Spence,
Liter E. Grassland
farming.
Univ.

of Idaho

June 1953.

Ext. Bull. 195. 8 pp.

Stephens, J. L. Pastures for the coastal
plain of Georgia. Ga. Coastal Plain
Exp. Sta. Bull. 27. 56 pp. Rev. June
1952.
Williams,
W. A. Effect of tillage intensity on establishment
of birdsfoot
trefoil in pastures. Agron. Jour. 45:
331-333. July 1953.
Worzella,
W. W. et al. Grasses and
legumes-production
and
management for South Dakota.
So. Dak.
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 427. 38 pp. May
1953.
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NEWS
Meetings

and Conferences

Colorado Meeting of the Soil Conservation Society of America
The Soil Conservation
Society
of
America held its eighth annual meeting at the Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado
Springs, Colorado on November
5-7.
Features
of the program of particular
interest in range management
included
a panel discussion on “Management
of
native
perennial
vegetation
for livestock production
and multiple use” led
by RAYMOND PRICE, Director
of the
Rocky Mountain
Forest
and Range
Experiment
Station
at Fort Collins,
Colorado.
Participants
in the panel
discussion
were : MONT SAUNDERSON,
Range
Consultant,
Montana;
P. D.
HANSON, Regional Forester,
Montana;
LINCOLN ELLISON, Intermountain
Forest and Range
Experiment
Station,
Ogden, Utah and F. G. RENNFR, Soil
Conservation
Service,
Washington,
D. C.
R. E. MCCARDLE, Chief, U. S. Forest
Service,
presided
in a discussion
on
“Native Perennial Vegetation and Good
Land Use”. WILLIAM R. VAN DERSAL,
Soil
Conservation
Service,
Oregon;
CHESTER J. OLSON, U. S. Forest Service, Utah; STANLEY A. CAIN, University
of Michigan;
J. W. SEVERY, Montana
State University
and OLAUS MURIE,
Wyoming were among the members of
the panel. “Irrigation
and water use as
related to watersheds”
was presented by
L. D. LOVE, Rocky Mountain
Forest
and Range Experiment
Station at Fort
Collins.
Grassland

Farming Program held at
Dallas

A program featuring grassland farming in the Southwest
was sponsored by
the National Joint Committee on Grassland Farming in conjunction
with the
annual meetings
of the American
Society of Agronomy at Dallas, November
16. Speakers and topics on the all-day
session included : B. W. ALLRED, Soil
Conservation
Service; A. P. ATKINS,
Oklahoma Pasture Seed Growers Association;
HAROLD VOGTBORG, Southwestern
Research
Institute;
H. B.

AND
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SPRAGUE, Pennsylvania
State College;
H. J. HARPER, Samuel Roberts Noble
Foundation;
HENRY BIEDERMANN, Editor of The Cattleman; D. A. SAVAGE,
U. S. Southern Great Plains Field Station; and M. L. PETERSON, University
of California. C. N. SHEPARDSON, Dean
of the School of Agriculture
of Texas
A & M College; R. D. LEWIS, Director
of the Texas Agricultural
Experiment
Station and T. C. LONGNECKER of the
Texas Research
Foundation
were presiding chairmen.
King Ranch Conference on Breeding
Cattle for Unfavorable Environments
A conference
on “Breeding
Beef
Cattle Adapted
to Unfavorable
Environments”
was held October 18-20,
1953 at the King Ranch, Kingsville,
Texas in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the ranch. The conference
program
featured
symposia
on beef
cattle breeding and tolerance of range
livestock to unfavorable
environments
by international
authorities.
Opportunity
was afforded
visitors
for the
inspection
of the purebred
and commercial herds of Santa Gertrudis cattle
on the King Ranch holdings.
Symposium papers on environmental
tolerance
of livestock were given by:
J. C. BONSMA, Principal
Research
Officer, Pretoria, Union of South Africa;
DOUGLAS H. K. LEE, Professor
of
Physiological
Climatology,
Johns Hopkins University;
G. H. HART, Dean of
the College of Veterinary
Medicine,
University
of California;
JOHN HAMMOND, Professor
of School of Agriculture, Cambridge
University,
England;
C. L. LUNDELL, Director of Texas Research Foundation,
Dallas; W. GORDON
WHALEY, Director
of Plant Research
Institute,
University
of Texas; F. B.
MORRISON, Professor of Animal Nutrition, Cornell University.
Discussions
of beef cattle breeding
were presented
by: J. SOARES VEIGAS,
Universidade
de Sao Paulo, Brazil;
E. J. WARWICK, Coordinator
of Beef
Cattle
Research,
Bureau
of Animal
Industry,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture;
L. M. WINTERS, Professor
of Animal
Breeding,
University
of Minnesota;
47

A. 0. RHOAD, Geneticist
at the King
Ranch; J. L. LUSH, Professor of Animal
Breeding,
Iowa State College; R. C.
NEWTON, Director
of Research,
Swift
and Company,
Chicago; R. T. CLARK,
Coordinator
of Beef Cattle Research,
Bureau of Animal Industry,
U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture.
Keynote
addresses
were given by:
D. W. WILLIAMS, Vice-Chancellor
for
Agriculture,
A & M College of Texas;
TOM SLICK, Southwest
Research Institute; and ROBERT J. KLEBERG of the
King Ranch.
Inter-Agency

Range Reseeding

Tour

The biennial Inter-agency
Range Reseeding Tour was held in northeastern
California,
July 20-24. On successive
days the group visited
plantings
in
Sierra Valley (SCS) and Plumas National
Forest
(FS);
Harvey
Valley
(SCS) and Blacks Mountain
(FS); Big
Valley
(SCS),
Albaugh
Ranch
and
Modoc Forest (FS); Butte Valley (SCS)
and Shasta Forest (FS).
Agencies and personnel participating
in the tour were: Soil Conservation
Service-GROVER
BROWN, Washington, D. C.; A. L. HAFENRICHTER, Portland,
Oregon;
JACK WOODS, San
Fernando, California; and HAL MILLER,
Pleasanton,
California. Bureau of Plant
Industry,
Soils and Agricultural
Engineering--WESLEY
KELLER,
Logan,
Utah.
California
Agr.
Exp.
Sta.R. MERTON LOVE, Davis, California.
California
Agr. Ext.
Service-I.
J.
BERRY, Berkeley,
California.
Forest
Service-ALVIN
T. BLEAK, Reno, Nevada; CLARK E. HOLSCHER, La Grande,
Oregon; DONALD R. CORNELIUS, Berkeley, California; GEORGE BURNETT, San
Francisco,
California;
DANA W. Cox,
San Francisco, California; and WILLIAM
C. CAVIN, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Znteramerican Institute Course in
Pasture Improvement
An international
course in Pasture
Improvement
was held in three locations in Argentina during October and
November,
1953 by the Interamerican
Institute
of Agricultural
Science. The
course was given under the sponsorship
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of the Technical Cooperation
Program,
Project 39 of the Organization
of American States. Headquarters
for the Institute are in Montevideo,
Uruguay.
F 0 A Water-spreading
Tour for
Middle East Leaders

Under the sponsorship
of the Foreign
Operations
Administration,
agricultural
leaders from Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt,
Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia joined
federal range technicians
in a tour of
western states to study water-spreading
and range improvement
practices. The
tour lasted from September
28 to December 23 and represented
the first step
in a program of expanded water facilities in the Middle East. Plans for this
are being developed
by a
program
technical committee consisting of E. A.
NORTON, SCS; J. F. PECHANIX, USFS;
0. S. AAMODT, BPISAE;
and G. M.
KERR, BLM. FLOYD LARSON of the
Branch of Soil and Moisture Conservation, Bureau
of Land Management,
served as leader of the tour assisted by
representatives
of the Soil Conservation
Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Forest Service.
The visitors were shown examples of
water spreading and range improvement
practices
in states from Montana
to
Texas with emphasis
on areas where
climatic conditions are similar to those
of the Middle East. Impetus
for the
program was given by the success of
the water-spreading
project in Jordan
developed
under the direction
of the
Technical Cooperation Administration.

New Mexico

Ranch

Day Program

ED HERINGA, President of the New
Mexico
Cattle
Growers
Association,
and FRANK S. BOICE, former president
of the American National
Cattlemen’s
Association,
were the featured speakers
on the Ranch Day Program
at Las
Cruces,? New Mexico on October
12,
1953. The program, sponsored annually
by the New Mexico Experiment
Station, the New Mexico Extension Service
and the Southwestern
Forest and Range
Experiment
Station,
was held at the
New Mexico College Ranch and the
Jornada Experimental
Range.
Annual

Field

Great

Day held

Plains

Field

at Southern
Station

The 17th annual Range Improvement
Field Day was held October 3, 1953 at
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the U. S. Southern Great Plains Field
Station at Woodward, Oklahoma under
the direction
of E. H. MCILVAIN,
Acting
Superintendent.
Featured
on
the program
following
the barbecue
lunch were talks by REP. FARRINGTON
R. CARPENTER, rancher
of Hayden,
Colorado on “The American Stockman
in 1953”; DR. JACK R. HARLAN of Oklahoma A & M College at Stillwater on
“New Forage Plants through Research”;
DR. LESLIE E. JOHNSON, Regional
Coordinator
of the Bureau of Animal
Industry
at Lincoln,
Nebraska
on
“New Developments
in Livestock Research” and OLIN REID, rancher and
member of the executive committee of
the Oklahoma Cattlemen’s
Association
on “The Oklahoma Cattlemen’s
Association
and the Current
Livestock
Situation”.
Visitors were provided with facilities
for self-conducted
tours through
the
grazing management
experiments
and
other phases of research underway
at
the station.

Southwestern
Experiment

and Rocky Mountain
Stations Corn bin ed

Combination
of the administrative
offices of the Southwestern
and Rocky
Mountain
Forest and Range Experiment Stations was effected October 1,
1953 under the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture.
RAYMOND PRICE
is director of the combined stations with
headquarters
at Fort Collins, Colorado.
Research
work in the experimental
forests and ranges in Arizona and New
Mexico will be handled by personnel
at nearby
research
centers.
The research
center
headquarters
for the
Santa Rita Experimental
Range and
adjacent
area will be maintained
at
Tucson, Arizona.

Zappettini Named Nevada Extension Range Specialist
GEORGE ZAPPETTINI has accepted appointment
with the Nevada Extension
Service as forester and range specialist,
August 1, 1953, with headquarters
in
Carson City, Nevada. Nevada has not
had a range extension
specialist
previously.
Born in Genoa, Italy in 1921, Zappettini
grew up on a ranch in Nye
County,
Nevada
before
moving
to
Reno to attend high school. After three

years military service in the European
theater, he enrolled at the University of
Nevada,
where he was graduated
in
range management.
He continued
for
his master’s degree in range management at the University
of Idaho with
a research problem on the ecology of
Halogeton glomeratus. Since graduation
at Idaho, Zappettini
has worked on
range surveys for the Bureau of Land
Management
in southern Idaho and as
district agricultural
extension agent at
Tonopah, Nevada.--John
,%I. Fenley.

Land Judging

Contest

The third annual national land judging contest and land appreciation
school
for farm youth and adults will be held
in Oklahoma City, April 2930,
1954.
Cash awards totaling
$1,800 will be
paid winning 4-H and FFA teams and
individuals from each of the four regions
of the country. Separate judging divisions are held for adults in this contest
sponsored
by the Oklahoma
Publishing Company.
Details of the contest
may be obtained
from EDD ROBERTS,
Extension
Editor, Oklahoma A & M
College at Stillwater.

Summer

Training Program
tistics Offered

in Sta-

The first of a series of cooperative
graduate summer sessions in statistics
will be conducted
at Virginia
Polytechnic
Institute
at Blacksburg,
Virginia June 9 through
July 17, 1954.
Joint sponsors of the project are North
Carolina State College, the University
of Florida, and the Southern Regional
Education Board. The training program
will be of particular interest to research
and professional
workers desiring intensive instruction
in basic statistical
concepts
and methodology.
Inquiries
may be addressed
to BOYD HARSHBARGER, Department
of Statistics, Virginia
Polytechnic
Institute,
Blacksburg, Virginia.

IN THE FIELD
A. C. EVERSON has joined the staff of
the Range Management
Division of the
School of Forestry at Colorado A and M
College at Fort Collins. Everson
obtained his B. S. degree from the University of Idaho and his M. S. from
Utah State Agricultural College. He did

NEWS
additional graduate work at Oregon
State College and until recently was
research assistant at the University of
Arizona.
THOMAS S. DARROW, formerly with
the Soil Conservation Service at Sonora,
Texas, has accepted an appointment
with the Food Supply Division of the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs at
Asuncion, Paraguay. Darrow will be
associated with the livestock management program.
JULIUS E. NORDBY, Director of the
U. S. Sheep Experiment Station and
Western Sheep Breeding Laboratory at
Dubois, Idaho, is on a 2-year leave of
absence to head the Technical Cooperation Administration program for livestock improvement in Egypt. CLAIR E.
TERRILLhas been named acting director
of the Dubois station.
GEORGEE. GZENDENING,formerly research center leader of the Southwestern
Forest and Range Experiment Station,
has accepted a position in agricultural
chemicals with the Copper State Chemical Company with headquart)ers in
Tucson, Arizona. While with the Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment

$6.00
$4.00

for
for

membership
regular
student

fees

members
members

now due and payable.

of
and
are

Under the

revised By-Laws of the Society,
February 15 is the last date for
payment

of

1954

dues

without

suspension of membership.
Mail
your remittance now to the Executive Secretary, American Society of Range Management, Box
7745, Albina Station, Portland 12,
Oregon.
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Station, Glendening had been in charge
of the reseeding program and of the research program on the control of mesquite and other rioxious woody range
plants.

LESTERJ. BERRY has been appointed
as Extension Range Development and
Conservation Specialist in the California Agricultural Extension Service
with headquarters at Davis, California.
Berry was formerly farm advisor and
county director of Shasta County,
California. WALTER R. SPIVEY was
named range management advisor in
Shasta County.

J. R. HARLAN of the Department of
Agronomy at Oklahoma A & M College, Stillwater, Oklahoma became the
new president of the Western Grass
Breeder’s Conference which held its
seventh annual meeting at Mandan,
North Dakota, June 22-24, 1953. Harlan succeeded R M. LOVE of the
University of California at Davis as
president of the group. The grass
breeders’ conference will meet in Stillwater, Oklahoma in 1954.

JEAN KERN has resigned as superin-

SECTION CHAIRMEN
SECRETARIES

SOCIETY MEMBERSATTENTION!
Annual

AND

Starting
calendar

tendent of the Cottonwood
Range
Field Station, Cottonwood, South Dakota. His place has been taken by
FRANK WHETZAL.
DOUGLASHARRINGTON,formerly on
the Navajo
Indian Reservation at
Kayenta, Arizona, has transferred as
range conservationist at Fort Yates
on the Standing Rock Agency in South
Dakota.
cK3
E. J. CALLANTINE, formerly work
unit conservationist on the LU Project
at Hot Springs, South Dakota, has
transferred to a similar position at
Terry, Montana. LEONARDNOBLE, recently associated with the Bureau of
Reclamation at Bismarck, North Dakota, has taken the position at Hot
Springs, South Dakota.
Gy3
Recent promotions in the College of
Forestry of the University of Idaho have
been announced for two members of
the Range Society. E. W. TISDALEwas
promoted to Professor of Range Management and Assistant Director of the
Forest, Wildlife and Range Experiment
Station of the college. LEE A. SHARPwas
promoted to Assistant Professor of
Range Management.

AND

SEVENTH ANNUAL
MEETING

with the next issue, a
of section meetings

and

field day programs will be published in the JOURNAL. Section
chairmen and secretaries are urged
to report the dates and locations

Make arrangements now to attend the annual meetings of the
society at the Fontenelle Hotel
in Omaha, Nebraska from January

26 to 29, 1954. A general

of all section meetings to the Edi-

business

tor as soon

the evening

as scheduled

clusion on the calendar.
Accounts of meetings

for in-

annual
and field

programs should be forwarded to
the Editor immediately following
the event to insure prompt publication.

Longmont

Seed

Co.

Field Seeds & Complete Seed Service
Buy - Clean - Treat - Sell
Legumes - Grasses - Grain
LONGMONT,
COLORADO

meeting

will be held in

of January

banquet

will

26. The

take

place

on Thursday evening, January 28.
Details of the program can be
found in the Society Business Section of this issue, on page 53.

WITH

THE

SECTIONS

version with multiple objectives: grazing, watershed, game, recreation, and
timber.-Hi. D. B&sell.

various experiments while Mr. PALMER,
the Station Superintendent, gave backThe California Section held two field
ground information. Here and there
tours during 1953; both were sponsored
small groups could be seen down on
jointly by the University of California.
their knees with such characters as
The first tour was held in Southern
SCOTTYCAMPBELLand WALLY HANSON
California on April 28 and 29 at the
in
the middle. No, they weren’t prayer
NORTHERN
INTERNATIONAL
John Dahl and Mirasol ranches near
groups-just
learning the fine’ points
MOUNTAIN
Ramona and the Curt Massey ranch
about the grasses. And surprising it
near Alpine in San Diego County. Most
Newly-elected officers for 1954 in the
was how many ranchers and rancher’s
of the 132 registered attendants were
Northern International Mountain Secwives left for home clutching a handful
local ranchers in the county.
tion are:
of grass specimens and murmuring
On May 9, 333 guests attended the
Chairman-A.
D. MOIR, U. S. Forest
newly-learned names.
tour at the Hopland Field Station in
Service, Helena, Montana.
The second day was devoted to a
Mendocino County. In the morning the
Secretary-Treasurer-R.
L. Ross, Soil
lOO-mile tour through the heart of the
group was treated to an on-the-spot surConservation Service, Whitehall,
ranch country. Numbered stakes along
veillance of six important range studies:
Montana.
the route and a brief mimeographed
oak sprout production for deer, ~YILThe sixth semi-annual meeting of
sheet of explanations in each car elimiLIAMLONGHURST;
grazing intensities on
the Northern International Mountain
nated the need for frequent stops. As the
annual ranges, H. F. HEADY; range
Section was held at Claresholm, Alberta
caravan passed through the A7 Ranch
fertilization, J. P. CONRAD; legumes,
on September 3rd and 4th with some
the groups saw beautiful grass in all
W. A. WILLIAMS; grass hybrids, G. L.
85 members and friends present.
directions but nary a cow in sight. OpSTEBBINS; grass introductions, R. M.
The main purpose of the meeting was
erator JOHN CROSS assured us that he
LOVE and D. C. SUMNER.Discussions
to learn more about the range resource
did have a few cattle on the placeof the experimental work beginning at
by a first-hand look at the Alberta footcalved out just under 1000 cows last
the new station were given by PAUL F.
hills, to become familiar with the grass
spring. Incidentally, John told the group
SHARP, Director of the California Agrispecies and to study methods of utilizathat the A7 brand is the oldest recorded
cultural Experiment Station, J. J.
tion and cultural methods. SCOTTY
brand in Alberta still in possession of
MCELROY, Agric. Extension Service,
CAMPBELLhad a splendid display of the
the original family.
WILLIAM LONGHURST,0. A. LEONARD, common grasses of the area set up in
After lunch a discussion of grazing
H. H. BISWELL, GEORGE W. SALT, life-like arrangements in pans.
and methods of growing forage was held.
WILLIAM C. WEIR, D. T. TORRELL,and
The program began indoors where
Later the group drove to the Bar U,
D. W. CASSARD.
WALLY HANSONand RUSSEL BENNETT
E P (Duke of Windsor) and D ranches,
On the evening of May 9, members of
presented papers on the forage resource
some of the historic places of the region.
the Range Society met in Ukiah to disof the foothills and methods of making
Not all the time was spent in business.
cuss the subject: “What are the range
use of them. Russel is an industrialist
On
the evening of the first day all stayed
problems of Mendocino and Lake Counwho first came to the Alberta foothills
at
the
Stavely Grassland Station for an
ties?” A panel of four North Coast
on hunting trips with his father. The
outdoor
steak-fry. And it was something
counties experts were under fire. The
ranching country around Waterton
to
see,
smell
and taste. W7e found JIM
panel consisted of BOB LASSEN, Game
Lakes so attracted him that he bought
BLACK established in front of a huge
Manager of the North Coast region;
a ranch there and finally brought his
grill with a steady fire of poplar logs
LEON THOMAS,Supervisor of the Menfamily there to live. His ranch is a
glowing beneath and inch-thick T-bones
docino National Forest; BILL BROOKS, going concern and run on an economical
Farm Advisor in Mendocino County
basis. His philosophy of ranch life is sizzling on top. A line of hungry, droolrefreshing and added much to his pracing people, famished from the day in
and PAUL FURBUSH,State Division of
tical talk on the use of foothill rangethe cool air, marched up and 85 steaks
Forestry Range Technician.
land for cattle production.
disappeared in short order. No less
On the following day the group
During the afternoon a field trip was enjoyable was a savory lunch served by
examined the Cow Mountain Recreamade to the Stavely Grassland Station.
Mr. and Mrs. JOHNCROSSon the beautitional Area which is being developed by
Here the caravan toured the experiful grounds of their ranch home. Western
the California Department of Fish and
mental pastures and saw the effects of
hospitality pervaded the scene and made
Game primarily for deer hunting. The
various intensities of grazing on foothill
the brief noon stop equally as enjoyable
experimental area near Middle Creek in
as the steak-fry of the previous evevegetation.
Az~x
JOHNSTON
and
RON
the Mendocino National Forest was
ning.-W. R. Hanson and Alex Johnston.
P~AKE were kept busy explaining the
visited. Emphasis was on brush conCALIFORNIA
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nificant points of interest were as iollowvs:
1. Inspection of a s&ion of land
lvhich had been reseeded to side-oats
grilme. H”YT HARYELL, in rhqe
of
land, pointed
out that
the reseeded
28,000 Ihs. of wed were harvested from
the area in 1951 and X6 cows and calves
grazed on the section for two months
after harvest.
In 1952, 45 cows md
calves were grazed on the 640 acres
from May I to Ortoher 31 nml then
14,000 Ibs. of seed xere hsrvested.
2. Introduced
and
native
gmsnes
were studied on the Roil Conservation
Service grass nursery with the discussion led by AUSTIN KLAHN, 1V”rk Unit
Conservationist
at Dalhart. Seedings of
Indiangrass
made in 1952 and 1953
looked excellent.
Caucasian
bluestem
is making
excellent
progress
in the
rn~srry
nod seed hnrrest
from this
species exceeds thnt from sand lovegrass. A strain of L’RIIP bloestem “btnined near El Pas” exreeds all other
plantings in forage yields. Recent harvest had nmouotrrl to 30,000 Jbs. of
grem forage ,‘“’ acre.
3. Following the ex&ent
lrmeh
served by ladies of the borne demonstration rluh, 8. H. IVauasa, S&ion
Chninnq talked briefly “II the aims of
the Texxs Section :md the American
Society of Range MI;tnngement and
invited 811 interested
to join. HEHSHEL
BELL of the Soil Conservntioo
Scrvire
gare a rer~ interesting
dismssion
on
r:mge sites nod mnge couditi”” minf
the plants of the area in the demonstmtion of mmlition on sites from excellent
to poor.
4. A moat interesting gmsn and range
judging
contest
ww held in nhirh
ranchmen,
ranrhers’ wives and technieinns all partiripated.
Prims
were
nrrarded to the xinnws in enrh division
by the Didl:m Count,v Soil Consewstion District.
On Ortohnr I5 the Texas Sert,ion held
its fourth
quarterly
lmeting
at ttre
Sonora
Rancll
Experiment
Station,
which is situated hnlfrvny between the
tonw of Sonora nod Rocksprings. One
Ilundred and forty memlrel? nod others
intercstpd in r:tnge mnnnqcmrnt I\-we
\\-elrorrrrtII>- Dr. 17..T. Ha,w, soporintendent of the station.
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The closing talks were given by Dr.
I$-. T. MAGEIS,animal husbundmnn at
the station, on emergency drought feed
studies of prirkly pear and molltsses
and by A. H. \V.,LKX:R,chairman of the
Texas Srction, on the aims of the sec.
tion nod the Range Society. SAYERS
FARMER, a Kirnble County rancher,
complimented the range so&y
for its
work in helping the ranchmen.-Leo R.
Merrill.

PIILL, range specialist nt the station.
The group then r\-ent into the czperimental p”“tures where c. A RISrFmIC‘VHIKof the Soil Conscrwtion Serx-ire
gave a very intcrcsting discussion on
range condition rlnssific,ation. Rrrhcnt,hin poioderl out desirable as rr-ell as
u”desirehlP plant speries u~rl dirrussed
means of bringing back dcsimhle species
on “aergr~zed raoge lands. Inspection
tours were then ~~“nductcd of the pnstures stocked nt thaw rates of grazing
with four rombinations of livestock.
Tbe heavily-stocked pnstnrcs (1X animal
units per se&m)
were in very poor
condition despite rrrcnt rains, while
the mode,ntel~~str,cked pastures (32
animal units per section) and the
lightly~storkerl pastures (I li :mimxl
units prr sertion) were in nurh better
condition. The lightlyxt,orked :xeas
had withstood the sevcw drought much
better than had &her of the hearic,
7ates.
Following in barberue lunrh served
hg the Rotton Connt,v 4-H club, a
demonstration of raindrop splash effect
was given by Bsx 0. OL~K,BNof the
Soil Conservation Service, showing the
great bcnrSt of grass Rod littrr in lwe-

renting soil disturbance by raindrop
splash and in increasing the depth of
penetration of moisture from about one
inch on bare soil to eight inrbes on soil
<,overcd by vegetation.
On the afternoon program, Dr. V. A.
Your-c of the Department of Range and
Forestry at A & M College of Texas
discussed the progress of the Range
Management Societ,v nod of range research. FRED T. EAHWOOD,an Ed,\-ads
County rancher, discussed the need for
conservation rnnrhing and led in a disrussion of why the carrying capacity of
ranges on thr Edwards Plateau hnn decreased from 125 nninxd units per sw
tion to less than 50 nnim:d units per
section in npprwcimntrl~- 50 yenrs
through destrnrtion of denirahle regetntion and inrre:~ of rvoody and noxious
species. HORICF.F\mcsw, a Vtd \‘elde
Court)- mncher, discussed ranching
undpr severe drought wmditions nnd
brought out the need for improving
r:tnge lands. F:rwcett stated tbut he
intended to keep only a few rcmnnnt
livestork and carry them on one or two
pastures of the twelve pnnturen on his
rnnrh, allowing the remaining pastures
to rest.

In the spring of 1953 several members
of the Vvyoming Section decided to
start a fund for n Range Manageement
Schokrrship nt the Universitp
of
JVyoming. Made up of xnall contributions thus far, the fund more than
trchled &wing September. As reported
in the ?;orember Keusletter of tbe
section the wholamhip fund nmouoted
to 572.15. The fund has been deposited
nt interest through the business office
of the University of 1Vyoming. Additional contributions will be made from
\Tyoming Section funds when available.
First reripient of this award in
1953-54 I,-ns 1IORTON MAP, a 1950
graduate in wildlife management from
the Universit,v of \VJ-oming. May is
currently studying certain phases of the
microclimates of range lands. The
Range Management Scholarship is the
first graduate scholnrship to he offered
by the Universit>- of TTvy”ming.
ROHER~ L. L.uxc, Chairman of the
\Vynnirrg Section, was the 1953 recipient of the Conservation Aw:-;trd presented by the Xvo”dmcn of the JTorld.
In the nbs?ence of !vlr. Lang, currentI>on lesve of nbsencc to do graduate work
toward the Ph.D. at the Universit>- of
1\Tehraska,Lsnor R\svuss~v
of the
Soil Conserwtion Service at I,ander,
\Tvoming 1x2s nnmed Section Chairman
from September to December, 1953.
ALAX A. BEETLE is acting secwtary in
the nhsenrc of DONALD F. Buazuav
who awepted in position at Linroln,
Kebrilsks.~AZnn il. Beetle.
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Tuesday,

January

26

MORNING
Business

meeting

of

the

Board

of

Directors

chairmen

meeting

EVENING

Thursday,

EVENING
Registration
General business meeting of society
Wednesday,

U. S. Southern Great Plains Field
Station, Woodward, Oklahoma.
Range management in Turkey. Dr.
Jack R. Harlan, Oklahoma A & M
College, Stillwater.
Problems in range and pasture management in Eastern Australia. Lincoln
Ellison, Intermountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station, Odgen,
Utah.
Panel discussion.

Rangeland flowers. A colored slide
series under the direction of Neal
Stidham, Soil Conservation Service.
Smoker for men.

AFTERNOON
Section

BUSINESS

January

27

MORNING
Registration
Range Management in the Central Plains
CHAIRMAN: A. P. Atkins, Vice-President elect, Guymon, Oklahoma.
President’s address: B. W. Allred.
A world society of range management.
Col. Omar Draz, Egypt.
Toward a better understanding of
vegetation. Dr. J. E. Weaver, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
Grazing management on my ranch.
Ted Larson, Platte, South Dakota.
Changes in vegetation in the Central
Plains area in relation to drought
and intensity in grazing. Dr. F. W.
Albertson, Kansas State College,
Fort Hays.
AFTERNOON
Range Management Around the World
CHAIRMAN:
J. A. B. McArthur,
Dominion Range Station, Manyberries, Alberta, Canada.
Grassland management in New Zealand. Dr. Kling L. Anderson, Kansas
State College, Manhattan.
Range management in Mexico. D. A.
Savage, Leader of FAO Mission,

January

28

MORNING
Visit to Omaha Stockyards under joint
direction of Jerry Sotola, Armour and
Co., and Dr. Marvel L. Baker, Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station. The ladies will visit the meat
cooking school at the stockyards.
LUNCHEON
Livestock Exchange Building at stockyards.
AFTERNOON
Supplemental Feeding on
Ranges and Pastures
CHAIRMAN:
Dr. C. R. Watson,
Mitchell, Nebraska.
Marketing grass. Dr. A. J. Dyer, Dept.
of Animal Husbandry, University of
Missouri, Columbia.
Utilization of pastures in the production of finished yearling cattle.
Bruch Snyder, Paxton, Nebraska.
Meat and the diet. Dr. Ruth Leverton,
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment
Station, Lincoln.
Panel discussion.

Friday,

January

29

MORNING
Financing Range Developments
CHAIRMAN:
Evan Flory, Bureau of
Indian Affairs.
The stockman’s need for longtime
credit for range development. Dick
Peck, Western Ranching Service,
Dalhart, Texas.
Economics of rangeland development.
H. R. Hochmuth, Bureau of Land
Management, Portland, Oregon.
General Range Clinic
CHAIRMAN:
Evan Flory, Bureau of
Indian Affairs.
Classification of wildlands. Herbert
Fletcher, Rocky Mountain Forest &
Range Experiment Station, Tucson,
Arizona.
Range condition classes as related to
use. Leslie R. Albee, Range Specialist,
SCS, Rapid City, South Dakota.
Range revegetation. Atlee L. Hafenrichter, Chief Regional
Nursery
Division, SCS, Portland, Oregon.
Weed control on range lands. Richard
D. Millin, Range Specialist, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Stewart, Nevada.
Water yields as related to range cover,
use and conservation works. Lowell
Rich, Rocky Mountain Forest &
Range Experiment Station, Tucson,
Arizona.
Harmonizing multiple use of rangelands.
Harold Hochmuth, Bureau of Land
Management, Portland, Oregon.
Economics of range use. Harold Josendahl, President, Wyoming
Woolgrowers, Casper, Wyoming.
Open discussion period.
LUNCHEON
Alumni and section luncheons
AFTERNOON

EVENING
Banquet
TOASTMASTER:
H. J. Gramlich,
Chicago & Northwestern Railway
System.
53

Current Events in Range and
Pasture Management
CHAIRMAN:
Melvin S. Morris, University of Montana, Missoula.

